
iV 

Dock.et N•os. 5-5 

and 50-296 

Mr. N. B. Hughes 
Manager of Power 
Tennessee Valley Authority 83(j, Power Builldi ngse' 70 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401 

Pear 'Mr. Hughes: 

The CommmissIon has issued the enclosed A4aendrefts Nos. 4•, O and /1 

to Facility Licenses Nos. DPf-33, DPR-52 and DpR-68 for the Browns 

Ferry nuclear Plant, Units Nos. 1. 2 and 3. These amendments consist of ch•anges to the Technical Specifications in response to yotir requests 

of August 2, 1978 (PFNP TS 112) and August 11, 1978 (RFNP TS 114).  

The changes: (1) permit the average power range monitor.system to 

he inoperable in the refuel m,,iode-, provided the source range monitors are 

connected to give a non-coincidence, high flux scramz; (2) perm.it less 

than three intermediate range monitors per trip channel to be operable in 

the shutdown or refuel modes, provide 4 at least four -IRs (one in each 

core quadrant) are connected to give a non-coincidence; hit flux scrarm;, 

(3) clarify anbigu•,•s portions of the Technical Specifications related 

to the rod block monitor system;. (4) relove reference to an obsolete 

1968 version of an ASTm! procedure (5) niodify the list of snubbers that e 
are required to, he operaFe, e- 6) ren~ove-a specification for additional 
tests of secondary containtient that only applied 'during tha- first fuel 

cycle for each Browins ferry Unit, and (7) alter one of the four locations where mailk sam~ples are collected. 1-'ith the concurrence of your st%"aff, weI 

have made sewrall mirmr chan-es in t"e proposed Technical Specifications 

which you submitte-.  

errioc 

........................................ ......................... .......................... ......................... ..................  

i *.! 
Da .ntc r iin n-i 

. . .. .....31.(.......
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Tennessee Valley Authority

cc: H. S. Sanger, Jr., Esquire 
General Counsel 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
400 Commerce Avenue 
E 11B 33 C 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 

Mr. D. McCloud 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
303 Power Building 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401 

Mr. William E. Garner 
Route 4, Box 354 
Scottsboro, Alabama 35768 

Mr. Charles R. Christopher 
Chairman, Limestone County Commission 
Post Office Box 188 
Athens, Alabama 35611 

Ira L. Myers, M.D.  
State Health Officer 
State Department of Public Health 
State Office Building 
Montgomery, Alabama 36104 

Mr. C. S. Walker 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
400 Commerce Avenue 
W 9D199 C 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 

Athens Public Library 
South and Forrest 
Athens, Alabama 35611 

Director, Office of Urban & Federal 
Affairs 

108 Parkway Towers 
404 James Robertson Way 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Chief, Energy Systems 
Analyses Branch (AW-459) 
Office of Radiation Programs 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Room 645, East Tower 
401 M Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

U. S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 

Region IV Office 
ATTN: EIS Coordinator 
345 Courtland Street 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308



REG .1UNITED STATES 

11, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
0, oWASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

.0 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

DOCKET NO. 50-259 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 1 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 44 
License No. DPR-33 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found 
that: 

A. The applications for amendments by Tennessee Valley 
Authority (the licensee) dated August 2, 1978 and 
August 11, 1978, comply with the standards and 
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and 
regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the 
applications, the provisions of the Act, and the 
rules and regulations of the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities 
authorized by this amendment can be conducted without 
endangering the health and safety of the public, 
(ii) that such activities will be conducted in 
compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical 
to the common defense and security or to the health 
and safety of the public; and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 
10 CFR Part 51 of the Commission's regulations and all 
applicable requirements have been satisfied.
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2. Accordingly, the license is amended by chaRges to the Technical 
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license 
amendment and paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility License No. DPR-33 
is hereby amended to read as follows: 

(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices 
A and B, as revised through Amendment No. 44, are 
hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee 
shall operate the facility in accordance with the 
Technical Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its 
issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas A. ppolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: November 16, 1978



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 44 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-33 

DOCKET NO. 50-259

Revise Appendix A as follows: 

Remove the following pages and replace with 

33/34 
35/36 
51/52 
73/74 
75/76 

113/114 
131/132 
193/194 
197/198 
240/241 
292/293 
304/305 

Revise Appendix B as follows: 

Remove the following page and replace with 

41/42

identically numbered pages: 

identically numbered page:

Marginal lines indicate revised area. Overleaf pages are provided for 
convenience.



TABLE 3.1.A 
REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTE'( (SCRAM) INSTRU•n-TATIC' REQUIRhEYET

Kln. No.  
of 

Operable 
Inst.  

Per Trip 
Sy;.t,:m (1) Trip Function Trip Level Settlng

Modes in Which Function 
Must Be Operable 

Shut- Startup/11ot 
dovn Refuel(7) Standby Run

I Mode Switch in Shutdown 

1 Manual Scram

IPM (16) 
3 tfigh Flux 

3 Inoperative

A.PP-. (16) 
High Flux 
Illth Flux 
Inoperatlve 
1cOunscale

120/125 Indicated 
"on scale

See Spec. 2.1.A.1 
< 15Z rated power 

(13) 
> 3 Indicated on Scale

2 UHi:l Riaccor Pressure 1055 peig

2 IH!.h Drv-ell 
Presslure (14) 

2 Reactor Low Water 
Level (14) 

2 It1h *4ator Level in 
Scram 
D'.icharge Tank

' 2 psig 

> 538" above vessel zero

4 50 Gallons X(2)

U

X X 
x X

X 

X

2 
2 
2 
2

"X (22) X (22)

Act( 

L.A 

I.A 

I.A 

I.AX

X 

X

(5) 

(5) 

X 
(12) x 
x (12)

x 

X

X 

X 

X(17) 
X(17) 
(11) 

x 

X (8)

X(21) 
X(21) 

(11) 

.X(10)

X(8)

0 
o

L.A 
L.A 
L.A 
I.A 

L.A 

L.A 

L.AX

L.AX



TABLE 3.l.A (Continued)

Min. No.  
of 

Operable 
Inst.  
Channel s 
Per Trip 
System (1)

4 

2 

4 

2

2

2

Modes in Which Function 
Must Be Operable

Trip Function

Main Steam Line Isolation 
Valve Closure 

Turbine Cont. Valve Fast 
Closure 

Turbine Stop Valve Closure 

Turbine Control Valve 
Loss of Control Oil 
Pressure

Tu.rbine First Stage 
Oressure Permissive 

Turbine Condenser Low 
"V'aCUU

2.."in Steam Line High 
-adiation (14)

Trip Level Setting 

< 10% Valve Closure 

Upon trip of the fast 

acting solenoid valves 

< 10% Valve Closure 

S550 psig

< 154 psig

* 23 In. Hg. Vacuum 

< 3X Normal Full Power 
Background (20)

Startup/Hot 
Refuel(7) Standby

X(3)(6) 

X(4)

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(18)

X(3) 

X(9)

X(3)(6) 

X(4)

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(18)

X(3) 

X(9)

Run 

X(6) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X( 18)

x

Action(1 ) 

l.A or l .C 

l.A or l.D 

l.A or l.D 

l.A or I.D

(19)

l.A or l.C

x(9) l.A or l.C

(



1. There shall be two operAble or tripped trip sy-items for each function.  
If the mtnL*u: nwuber of operable inatrument channela per trip system 
cannot be met for both trip systems, the appropriate actions listed 
below shall be taken.  

A. Initiate insertion of operable rods and complete insertion of all 
operable rods within four hours.  

B. Reduce po-.'er level to I1M range and place mode switch. in the 
Startup/Hoc Standby position within 8 hours.  

C. Reduice turbine load and close main steam line isolation valves 
within 8 hours.  

D. Reduce power to less than 30% of rated.  

2. Scram discharge volume high bypass may be used in shutdown or refuel 
to bypass scrnm dischatge volume scram with control rod block .for 
reactor protection system reset.  

3. Bypassed if reactor pressure < 1035 paig and mode switch not in run.  

4. Bypassed when turblne first stage pressure is less than 154 ps1g.  

5. IRM's are bypassed when APRM's are onscale and the reactor-mode switch 
Is in the run position.  

6. The design permits closure of any two lines without a scram being 
initiated.  

7. Wh.-n the reactor is subcritical and the reactor water temperature is 
less than 212°F, only the following trip functions need to be operable: 

A. Mode switch in shutdown 

a. Manual scram 

C. HIgh flux IRM 

9. ScrAt* discharge volume high level 

E. APRM 15% scram 

8. Not required to be operable when primary containment integrity is not 
required.  

9. Not required if all main steamlines are isolated.
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10. Not required tc e operable when the reacto -ressure vessel 
head is not bol'.ýd to the vessel.  

11. The APRM downscale trip function is only active when the 
reactor mode switch is in run.  

12. The APRl downscale trip is automatically bypassed when the 
ZtM instrumentation is operable and not high.  

13. Less than 14 operable LPRM's will cause a trip system trip.  

14. Channel shared by Reactor Protection System and Primar-y 
Containment and Reactor Vessel Isolation Control System. A 
channel failure may bLe a channel failure in each system.  

15. The APRM 15% scram is bypassed in the Run Mode.  

16. Channel shared by Reactor Protection System and Reactor 
Manual Control System (Rod Block Portion). A channel failure 
may be a channel failure in each system.  

17. Not required while performing lyw power physics tests at 
atmospheric pressure during or after refueling at power 
levels not to exceed 5 Mw(t).  

18. Operability is required when normal first-stage pressure is below 
30- (_1 154 psig).  

19. Action 1.A or 1.0 shall be taken only if the permissive fails 
in such a manner to prevent the affected RPS logic from 
performing its intended function. Otherwise, no action is 
required.  

20. An alarm setting of 1.5 times normal background at rated power shall 
be established to alert the operator to abnormal radiation levels in 
primary coolant.  

21. The APRM High Flux and Inoperative Trips do not have to be operable 
in the Refuel Mode if the Source Range Monitors are connected to give 
a non-coincidence, High Flux scram, at <5 x 10 cps. The SRM's shall 
be operable per Specification 3.10.B.l. The removal of eight (8) 
shorting links is required to provide non-coincidence high-flux scram 
protection from the Source Range Monitors.  

22. The three required IRM's per trip channel is not required in the 
Shutdown or Refuel Modes if at least four IRM's (one in each core 
quadrant) are connected to give a non-coincidence, High Flux scram.  
The removal of four (4) shorting links is required to provide 
non-coincidence high-flux scram protection from the IRMs.
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LIN!TZKC CONDITIONS POR OPERATiON SURYIILL.ANCE P.ZQU ZuI.�fZNT5

3.2.5 Core and Containment Cooling 
Systems - Initiation & Control 

C. Control Rod Dlock Actuation 

The limiting conditions of 
operation for the instrumen
tation that initiates control 
rod block are given in Table 
3.2.c.  

DELETE 

Now covered by note 7.c.  

D. Off-Gas Post Treatment Isolation 
F..Lnc t ion 

1. Off Gas Post Treatment Monitors

(a) Except as specifiad in (b) 
below, both off-gas 
post treatment radiation 
monitors shall be operable 
during reactor operation.  
The isolation function 
trip settings for the 
monitors shall be set at 
a value not to excedj the 
equivalent of the stack 
release limit specified in 
specification 3.8.B.I.

r.2.3 Core and Containment Cooling 
Systems - Initiation 6 Control 

are required to be operable shall 
be considered operable If thiy 
are vithin therequired surveil
lamce testing freqoency and there 
limo reason to suspect that they 
ate inoperable.  

C. Control Rod Block Actuation

Iastruamentation shall be function
ally tested, calibrated and checked 
ae indicated in Table 4.2.C.  

System logic shall be functionally 
tested,&s indicated in Table 4.2.C.

D Off-Gas Post Treatment Isolation 
Functions 

1. Off-Ga3 Post Treatment MonitorinZ 
System 

Instrumentation shall ba func
tionally tested. calibratcd and 
checked as indicated in Table 
4.2.D.  

System logic shall be functlon
ally tested as indicated in 
Table 4.2.D.

M1

LIITIM•; CONDITIONS ?OR OPrUITION SUJRVU ILLARCE B ZQU IXL4'3XT



LmIZYCCONlTI!~SPOR0?'\TIN UVZTLLANCLIr -42=8

3.2,D Off-Gas Post Treatment Isolation
Function 

Cbi

a8

from and after the date 
that one Of the alo off-gas 
post treatment radiation 
menitors i* made or'found 
to be inoperible, Co;tnh ed 
reactor power operatiot ii, 
permissibla durrif th4 naxt 
seven daysa provided that 
the inoperable monitor is 
tripped in the downacale 
position. One radiation 
moitor may be out of 
service for four hours 
for functional test and/ 
or calibration Without 
the mottitor being in a 
dovnsesla tripped 
condition.

(c) Upon the loss of both off
gas post treatment radia
tion monitors, initiate an 
orderly shutdown and shut 
the mainsteam isolation 
valves or the off-gas 
isolation valve within 
10 hours.  E. Drywell Leak Detection 

The liulting conditions of opera
tion for the inutrumantation that 
monitors drywall l1ak detection 
are Siven in Table 3.2.Z.  

P. Surveillance Instrumentation 

The lizitin$ conditions fur the 
IsCtruintat•on that provides 
surveillance in±orac±on resdoutp 
are liven In Table 3.2.1.  

0. Control looma Taolition

The limiting conditions for 
Inatruo•-nticon that Isolacas 
the control roos and initiates 
the control room amargan=7 
pressuritation systems are given 
in Table 3.2.0.

Off-Gas Post Treatment Isolation 
Function

Intrumentrtion ahall ba 
and chocked as Lndi4Ltov 4.2.Z.

calibrated 
in Tab 1

7.

Inatrusentetion shle! be 
and chsikes an indtiated

calrbst2d 
in Table

0. Contwoe. X0(0M 11014110

Instrummntation shtll bo 
and chstkad as iLndoatad 4.2.0. "*

zlibr cT 
In M1bl

52
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TABLE 3.1.C 
INSTRUCDTATION. THAT INITIATES ROD~ BTACYS

Me timm go.  
Operzble Per 
Trip Sys (5) 

2(M) 

2(M 

2(l) 

2(M 

1(7) 

* (7), 

1(7) 

3(M 

,j 3(l) 

3(1) 

3(l) 

2(l)(6) 

2(l) (6) 

2(1)(6) 

2(l) (6) 

2(i) 

2(1)

Futietion . . . . .  

APIRu Upscale (Flow Bias) 

APLI{ Upscale (Startup-Mode) (8) 

APRM Downscale (9) 

APR14 Inoperative 

M Upscale (Flov Bias) 

I.Bf novnscale (9) 

KDR Inoperative 

IRM Upscale (8) 

IRK( Dovascale (3) (8) 

IRX Detector not in Startup Position (8) 

IK{ Inoperative (8) 

SRH Upscale (8) 

SK1( Downscale (4) (8) 

S2.M Detector not in Startup ?osition n()($) 

S", Inoperative (8) 

Flow Maio Ccwarator 

Frlc' Blas Upscale 

Ro"d *Block Lostc 
RSCS Rez traint 
(I•S-'35-61A &

T rijp Level SettlaS .... ...  

.. % 0_66% + 42% (2) 

' 12% 

3% 

(10 b) 

< 0.66W + 41% (l)for two recirculation 1oou overatiov 

< 0.66W + 37.7%(2) for one recirculation loop operatlA 

• 3%2 

(10 ) 

<108/125 of full scale 

,. 5/125 of full scale 

(10') 

<1 x 105 counts/see.  

3 3 countsfseec.  

(11) 

<10% difference ini CeCitrcQAt"u f£lO• 

c 110% recirculation floi 

NIA 
147 Psig turbine 
first stage pressure (approximately 30% power)



1. For the etartuap And run poestioain of the I4.actor Mode Selector Switch,.  
there shall be two opernble or tripped trip systemi for aschi functinn.  
The S•R. IR. and APR.N (Startup mode). blocks need not be operable in 
"Run" mode. and the APRM! (Flow biAsed) and RBI rod blocks need not be 
operable in "Startup" mode. If the first column cannot be rot for 
one ot the two trip syctoms, this condition may exist for uD to aevsn 
days provided "that during that time the operable myste" is functionally 
tested immediately and daily thereafter; if this ccndition last lonier 
than seven days, the oyatQ* with the inoperable channel ohall be tripped.  
If the first column cannot be met for both trip syste.s, both trip 
eysteme shall be trippod.  

2. W is the recirculation loop flow In percent of desIgn. Trip level setting, is 
in percent of rated 1)c'.:cr (3293 ,1Wt). A ratio of FRP/CM.FLPD <1.0 is permitted 
at reduced power. See Specific'ation 2.1 for APRM control rod block setpoint.  

3. M• downzoale is b)yassde when it in on its lowestt range.  

4C This function Is by-passed when the count rate Is l 100 cps and I-1X4 ' o a>v 
r1nR* 2.  

S. One instrument channel, i.e., one APRM or 19-4 or RX, per trip syetwu 
may be bypassed except only one of four SPN may be bypassed.  

6. IRM channels A, E, C, C a11 in range 8 blpasses SM chanele A & C 
functions.  

IR) channelp B, V. D. H all in range 8 bypasses SR4 channels 3 & D 
fwlctionp.  

7. The following oprrational restraints apply to the RB1 only: 

a. Both RBM charnnels are bypassed when reactor power is 4 30,%.  

b. The BEM need not be operable in the "startup" position of the 

reactor mode selector switch.  

c. Two RBM channels are provided and only one of these may be 

bypassed from the console. An RBB channel may be out of service 

for testing and/or maintenance provided this condition does 

not last longer than 24 hours in any thirty day period.  
d. If minimum conditions for Table 3.2.C are not met, administrative 

controls shall be immediately imposed to prevent control rod 
wit hdrawal.
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8. This function is bypassed vhen the mode witch Is placed It Run.  

9. This function 13 only active vhen the eode wwitch is in Run. This 
function IS automatically bypassed vhen the IRX Instrurm.entation to 
operable and not high.  

10. The inoperative trips are produced by the folloving funczione: 

a. SRO and IM 

(1) Loc1 "operate-calibrate" switch not In operate.  

(2) Power supply voltale low.  

(3) Circuit boards not In circuit.  

b. APRX.? 

(1) Locel "operars-calibrace" srditch not in operste.  

(2) Loes than 14 LP1V( inputa.  

(3) Circuit boarda not in circuit.

c. RIa 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

11. Detector 
detector

Local "operate-calibrate" switch not in operate.  

Circuit boards not in circuit.  

RBM talls to null.  

Lese than required number of LRPIF inputs for rod selected.  

traverse is adjusted to 114 ± 2 Inches, placing the 
lower position 24 Inches below the lover core plate.
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TABLE 3.2.D 
OFF-GAS POST TREATr1aT ISO"ATION INStUTMENTATION

Function 

Off-Gas Post Treatment 
Monitor 

Off-Gas Post Treatment 
Isolation

Trip Level Setting

Note 3 

Note 3

Action (2)

A or B 

B

Remarks 

1. 2 upscales, or 1 dovtsc.a1 
and I upscale, or 2 dovu
scales vill isolate 
off-gas line.  

1. One trip system with auto 
transfer to another source

1. Whenever the minim=t nutmber operable cannot be met, the indicated action shall be taken.

2. Action 

A. Refer to Section 3.2.D.I.b 

B. Refer to Section 3.2.D.l.c

3. Trip setting to correspond to Specification 3.2.D.l.a

.4in. No.  
Operable (1)

2

1



3.2 BASFS 

The HPCl hiph flow and temperature instrumentation art- provided to detect 

& break In the HPCT steam piping. TrippIng of thin iastruiLentation re
sults in actuation of HPC[ isolation valves. Tripptig logic for the high 
flow Is a 1 out of 2 logic, and all sensors are requircd :o be operable.  

High temperature In the vicinity of the HPCI equipmenL is sensed by 4 
sets of 4 bimetallic temperature switches. The 16 tei.perature switches 
are arranged In 2 trip systems with 8 temperature switches in each trip 
system.  

The HPCI trip settings of 90 psi for high flow and 200*T for high temn
perature are such that core uncovery is prevented and fission product 
release is wIthin lizits.  

The RCIC high flow and temperature instrumentntion are arranged the sam! 
as that for the HPCI. The trip setting of 450" 11t2 0 for high flow and 
200"F for temperature are based on the same criteria as the HPCI.  

liigh temperature at the Reactor Cleanup System floor drain could indicate 
a break in the cleanup system. When high tempercture occurs, the cleanup 
system Is isolated.  

The Instrumentation which initiates CSCS action is arranged in a dual 
bus system. Ani for other vital instrumentation arraiiged in this fashion, 
the Specification preserves the effectiveness of the system even during 
periods when maintenance or testing is being perforned. An exception to 
this is when logic functional testinp, Is being pezformed.  

The control rod block funcr.•ons are provided to prevent excessive control 
rod withdrawal so that HCPR does not decreaso to 1.06. The trip logic 
for this function Is I out of n: e.g., any trip on one of six APR.'s, 
eight ILM's. or four SR's will result in a rod block.  

The minimum Instr'inent channel requirements assure sufficient Inrtruraenta
tion to assure the single failure criteria L3 met. Two RBM channels are pro
vided and one of these may be bypassed from the console, for maintenance 
and/or testing, provided that this out of service condition does not last 
longer than 24 hours in any thirty day period. This time period is only 3% of 
the operating time in a month and does not significantly increase the risk of 
preventing an inadvertent control rod withdrawal.  

The APRH rod block function is flow biased and prevents a significant reduc
tion in MCPR , especially during operition at reduced flow. The APM pro
vides gross core protection; i.e., limits the gross core power increase 
from withdraw~l of control rods In the normal withcraval sequence. The 
trips are set so that MCPR is maintained greater than 1.06.  

The RBM rod block-function provides local protection of the core; I.e., 
the prevention of critical power in a local region of the core, for a 
single rod withdrawAl error irom a limiting control rod pattern.
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3.. BASES 

If the IRM channels are in the worst condition of allowed byp.,ýtn, the 
sealing arrangeent is such that for unbypassed IRM channel3, a rcd block 
signal is generated before the detected neutrons flux has incveared by 
more than a factor of 10.  

A downscale indication is an indication the instrument has falied or th! 

instrument is not sensitive enough. In either case the instrtmnt rill 

not respond to changes in control rod motion and thus. contr.l rod mti-,, 

to prevented.  

The refueling interlocks Also operate one logic channel, and zre requir-,dý 

for safety only when the mode switch is in the refueling poriýtlon.  

For effective emergency core cooling for small pfpe breaks, the H.PCI .  

must function since reactor pressure does not decrease rapid enough to 

allow either core spray or LPCI to operate in time. The -•#tprw-i , 

relief function is provided as a backup to the HPCT In the ver.rt. the •.TCT 

do'es not operate. The arrangement of the tripping contacts in cuch r.:-, 

provide this function when necessary and minimize spurious opcration. " 

trip settings given in the specification are adequate to as:-:-!v the tibcye 

criteria are met. The specification preserves the effectivtý-,eC of th.: 

system during periods of maintenance, testing, or calibration, and rlbco 
minimizes the risk of inadvertent operation; i.e., only one in.:-trument 

channel out of service.  

Two post treatment off-gas radiation monitors are provided and, 'when their 
trip point is reached, cause an isolation of the off-gas line. Isolation 
is initiated when both instrumerts reach their high trip point or one ha•, 
an upscale trip and the other a downscale trip or both have a downascale 
trip.

Both instruments are required for trip but the instrument3 are set so 
that any instruments are set so that the instantaneous stack rele.ae rnte 
limit given in Specification 3.8 is not exceeded.  

Four radLntion ,nonitor4 are proviled, for each.'unit ahich Inititte ?rimnry 

Containment [Solation (Group 6 iso!ation valves) Reactor Building Isolation 
and operation of the Standby Gas "treatment System. These instrument chnnr;eCs 
itonitor the radiation in the Reactor zone ventilation exhaust ducto and iii 

the Refueling Zone.  

Trip setting of 100 mr/hr for the monitors in the Refueling Zone are lb-ed 
upon initiating normal ventilation i3olation and SCTS operation eo that 

none of the activity released during the refueling accident leaves the 
Reactor Building vik the normal ventilation path but rather all ths activsty 

is processed by the SGTS.  

Flow integrators and sump fill rate and pup out rate timers Art used to 

determine leakage in the drywell. A system whereby the tiiz interval to 
fill a known volume will be utilized to provide a backup. An air eampling 
syotn.. ts alco provided to detect leakzc inoi(' th'ý primary crn'tzln-rcnt 
(See T_-,le 3.2.E).
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doee pro.,lee the optra'or ,1*th n visual Indtcatioi , of reu
tron !!.jei. The con1inqe'VrA 0: r tctiv.ty jccid-intn art 

functionn of the lrit!al nc-,'ron fl'n.J. *:ho riv-rer.?-nc of 

at lcant 3 count.i per ncconC x'U urci that ;,.ftre inn , 

Ahould it occur, *,• tiat or .1hove :he tJ'.It!, value of 

10"0 of rAted p j.-r %.. :d 1. L!- tinfly',,e, nf -r 1'.Cfnt. frur, 

co_'d c:,nc tlonn. Onz o,.)rAbL' !• i.) chan.atl vnosd ")e adequ.a[e 

to ,ovnitor th0 appronch to c:lt!:ality ts.!ng rcmo?,neCOu• 

patterna of scattertd con:ro1 rod "'hd.rvat. A n•rinuu 

of t'-o opersbly StM's are provid2d as an added corOervati.am.  

5. Tah Rcd Block Monitor (RBM) is deigned to nuto--'tleally 

prevent fuel deng'- in the even: of cr-.on•ous rod J1hZa'aI 

from locntio.. ot hjgh vower dpnrul.y durln. high po'.'er level 

oper•cion. Two RBM channels .are providpd And one of these may 

be bypassed from the console for maintenance and/or testing.  

Automatic rod withdrawal blocks from one of the channels 

will block erroenous rod withdrawal soon enough to prevent 

fuel damage. The specified restrictions with one channel out 

of service conservatively assure that fuel damage will not .occur 

due to rod withdrawal errors when this condition exist.R.  

A limiting control rod pattern Is a pattern which results 

in tho core being on a thermal hydraulic linit, (ie, 

MCPR given by figure 3.5.3 or LHGR of 18.5 for 7x7 or 

13.4 for 8x8) During use of such patterns, it is 

judgcd that testing of the RBIT system prior to with

drawal of such rods to assure its operability will 

assure that improper withdrawal does not occur.  

It is normally the responsibility of the Nuclear 

Engineer to identify these limiting patterns and 

the designated rods either when the patterns are 

initially established or as they develop due to the 

occurrence of inoperable control rods in other than 

limiting patterns. Other personnel qualified to per

form these functions may be designated by the plant 

superintendent to perform these functions.  

Scram Insertion Times 

The control rod system is designated to bring the reactor 

subcritical at the rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage: 

le, to prevent the MCPR from becoming less than 1.06. The 

limiting power transient is given in Reference 1. Analysis 

of this tranc;ient shows that the negative reactivity rates 

resulting from the scram with the average response of all 

the drives as given in the above specification provide the 

required protection, and MCPR remains greater than 1.06.  

On an earl> B;'y , F.erio degradation of control rod scram 

p)(. torranno ,ccred during plant startup and was determined 

ro he 1
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3.3/4.3 BASYN: 

pArticulate naterial (prohably construction debris) p!,u,;Ring an 

internal control rod drive filter. The design of the premtat 

control rod drive (Model 7RDB144B) is gro.sly improved by the 

relocation of the filter to a lo-.ation out of the scram, drive 

path; i.e., it tan no longer interfere with ncrare perfot .7ce, 

even if completely blocked.  

The degraded performance of the original drive (CRD7YRDll',4A) 

under dirty operating conditions and the insenslt.vity of the 

redeqigned drive (CPD7RDB144B) has been demonqtrrted by a 

seri s of engineering tests under oimulated reactor optrAting 

condttiona. The successful perfomnancs of the ntw driv,: tnlJev' 

actuql operating conditions has albo bpen dernorntrated by 

connlftsently good in-service test renuLte for pliiato uilt.,, the 

new Irive and may be inferred from plants using t.io oldv rndrl 

drniv with a modified (larger screen size) int.Lral filtcr N-hfch 

is I-so prone to plugging. Dats has been docuzminted by Suw'.il

lanc.± reports in various operating platts. Thevni includc 

Oyster Creek, Monticello, Dresden 2 ani DresdLn 3. Appr:t:;irztely 

5000 drive tests have been recorded to date.  

Following identification of the "plugged filtcr" problem, vviy 

frequent scram test3 were necessary to ensure proper perfcr-.nrce.  

However, the more frequent scram tests are nov ccnnider~c' totrily 

unnecee3ary and unwise for the following reasor.,: 

1. Erratic scram performance hag been identifiece as due Lo ar 

obstructed drive filter in type "A" driver. The driv'r, i.  

BFVfP are of the new "B" type design whosecrc perfo--,nc e 

is unaffected by filter condition.  

2. The dirt load is primarily released during startup of the 

reactor when the reactor and its systems are first subjected 
to flows and preae,'re and thermal stresses. Special atten
tion and mea,,ures ttre now being taken to osnure cleaner 

systems. Reectorn with drives identical or similar (shorter 

stroke, smaller pipton areas) have operated through many 

refueling cyrles with no sudden or erratic changes in scram 

#erfor'nance. This preoperational and starcup testing is 

-uffictent to detect anomalous drive perfor-tance.  

3. he 72-hour outage limit which initiated the start of the 

."requent scricm tenting is arbitrary, havini, no logical basis 

other than quantifying a "major outage" which cight reasona
bly be caused by an event so severe as to pocoibly affect 
drive perfor-ance. This requirement is un'iise because it 

provides an incentive for shortcut actiona to hasten returni'sq 
"on line" to avoid the additionr.1 testing due a 72-hour outage_.
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TAnrE, 16.6 
SHOCK SUPPRESSORS (SNUnFERS)

Uwrr 1 - pe" 4

3Subber N~o.  

f•16 upper 

IG lowýr 

R20 upper 

P21 - east 

P21 - -jest 

R22 

R214 

R25 

;:26 

P111 inside 

?1 o'at3Ide 

R29 

R29

Svstc¢i

Rim 

PTR" 

"DIM 

I•ILR 

RIMR 

MRJ~ 

IRIMR RuIM 

nJ{R 

RTIIR 

PRIT head 

RIMt head

spray 

spray

Elevntion 

598 

598 

555 

549 

572 

572 

573 

580 

579 

575 

555 

555 

636 

636

Sn,,bbcrs in nigh 
Rndiation Arca During Snubbers Especially 

Shutý-h'n Difficult to Pemove

Snubbers 
Inacccssible 
During Normal 

Operation

Snubbers 
AcceszIble Duv 

Norna 1 Opera

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

X

x 

x 

x
x 
X

x 

x

(.J



SHOCK'hPtr'sfrj UNIT P v.- o 5

Sni~bbcr No.  

R11 

112 

R6- north 

P6 - soutb 

R33 

R13 north 

R313 -soutb 

Rig

R2 1 

R33 

R33 

P 6 

R11 

-TR41

north 

south

systr~m 

Core spray 

Core Spray 

Core spray 

S;o-e spray 

Core spray 

Core spray 

CoreC spray 

Core spray 

Standby liquid 
control 

Stnndby liquid 
control.  

TIPC I 

1TPC I 

nrctr

1447 EXcI

Elevation 

606 

6o6

51, h 

609 

609 

544 

624

Snubbcrn in 11Ii~h 
Padiation Area During, Snubers Especially 

Shutdo,-n *D~ificul~t to Pcmove

Snubbers 
Inaccessible 
Dur-In, Normnal 

OCPcration 

x 

x

Snubbers 
Accesziblc a'iri

x 
x

x 
x

x 

x

x

54s2 

542 

563 

5);T 7 

532 

5 3 2 

532

x 

x 

x 

x 

x
x

x 

x



lABLE 3.6.H 

SYOCK SUPPRESSORS .(SNUBBERS)

UNIT 1 - page 8

Snubber No.  

SSZ-4A 

SSZ-5A 

SSX-6A 

SSX-7A 

SSZ-8A 

R2A

SC(tei 

PSC (ring 

PSC (ring 

PSC (ring 

PSC (ring 

PSC (ring

Fire Prot

Elevation 

header) 525 

header) 525 

header) 525 

header) 525 

header) 525 

ection 601

Snubbers in High 
Radiation Area During Snubbers Especially 

Shutdown* Difficult to Remove

Snubbers 
Inaccessible 
During Normal 

Operation

Srubbers 
Accessible During 

Normal Ooeration 

x 

x

x 

x 

x

Fire Protection 

Fire Protection 

EECW 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation

R3A

R4

601 

601

(

R42 

SSI -A 

SSI-B 

SS2-A 

SS2-B

x

605 

556 

556 

558 

558

x
(

x 

x 

x 
x



,ABLE 3.6.H 

SHOCK SUPPRESSORS (SNUBBERS)
105

UNIT 1 - page 9

Snubber No.  

SS3-A(2950) 

SS3-A(3350) 

SS3-B(l150) 

SS3-B(l540) 

SS4-A 

SS4-B 

SS5-A(2620 ) 

SS5-B(325 0 ) 

SS5-B(350) 

SS5-B(98°) 

S56-A 

SS6-B 

SS7 

SS8

System 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recircul ation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation

Elevation 

564 

564 

564 

564 

570 

570 

581 

581 

581 

581 

568 

568 

564 

564

Snubbers 
Snubbers in High Inaccessible 

Radiation Area During Snubbers Especially During Normal 
Shutdown* Difficult to Remove Operation 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X

Snubbers 
Accessible During 

Normal Operation

*Modifications to this Table due to 
of the next license 'amendment.

changes in high radiation areas should be submitted to the NRC as part
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3.7.C Secondary Containment 

1. Secondary containment inte

grity shall be maintained in 
the reactor zone nt all times 

except as Rpecified in 3.7.C.2.

4.7.C Secondary Containment 

1. Secondary containment surveil

lance shall be performed as 

indicated below; 

a. A preoperational secondary 

containment capability tEct 
shall be conducted by iso

lating the reacto: building 
and placing two standby 

gas treatment system filter 

trains in operation, Such 
test shall demonstrate the
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).7.C Secondary Contasinenc

2. If reactor zone secondary con
tainment integrity cannot be 
maintained the following con
ditions shall be met: 

a. The reactor shall be made 
subcritical and Specifica
tion 3.3.A shall be met.  

b. The reactor shall be cooled 
dovn below 212"F and the 
reactor coolant system 
vented.  

c. Fuel movement shall not 
be permitted in the reac
tor zone.  

d. Primax- contair.ment integrity 
maintaine-.  

3, Secondary containment integrity 
shall be majinCtaineJ in the re
fueling zone. !xcept as speci
fied in 3.7.C.4.

4.7.C Scon....r, Containmcent 

capability to Maintain 1f' 
inch of water vacu-a unaer 
calm wind ( 5 mph) condl
tiona with a system inleakaig 

rate of not more than 
12,000 cfm.  

b. Secondary containment capa
bility tomaintain 1/4 inch 

water vacuum under cAln wint 
(< 5 mph) conditions with a 

system inleakagf rate of 
not more than 12.000 cfm.  
shall be demonstrated at 
each reiueling ou:age pri,.r 
to refueling.  

2. After a secondary containment 
violation is deternined the 
standby gas treatment system 
will be operated immediatetv 
afrer the affected zones are 
isolated from Zhe remainder of 
the secondary containment to 
eonfirm its ability to main
tain the remainder of :he 
secondary containment ac i/4
Inch of water ne~ative prcssk=e 
under calm wind condi:ions.
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•IMI"ING CONPiTIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANICE REQUIKIEMENTS

3.9 AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL SYSTEM4 

Applicability 

Applies to the auxiliary elec
trical power system.  

Obiective 

To assure an adequate supply of 

electrical power for operation of 

those systems required for safety.  

Specification 

A. Auxiliary Electrical Equipment 

A reactor shall not be started 

up (made critical) from the 

cold condition unless four 

units 1 and 2 diesel generators 

are operable, both 161-kV trans

mission lines, two common sta

tion service transformers and 

one cooling tower transformer 

are operable, and the require

ments of 3.9.A.4 through 

3.9.A.7 are met.  

A reactor shall not be started 

up (made critical) from the 

Hot Standby Condition unless 

ill of the following condi

tions are satisfied: 

1. At least one off-site 161-kV 

transmission line and its 

common transformer are 

available and capable of 

automatically supplying 
auxiliary power to the 

shutdown boards.  

2. Three units 1 and 2 diesel 

generators shall be operable.  

3. An additional source of 

power consisting of one of 

the following: 

a. A second 161-kV trans
mission line and its

A9plicabiUl tyj 

Applies to the periodic testin3 

requirements of the auxiliary 
electrical systems.  

Objective 

Verify the operability of the 

auxiliary electrical system.  

Specification 

A. Auxiliary E jectrical Equipment 

I. Diesel Generators 

a. Each diesel gencrator 
shall be manually started 

and loaded once each month 

to demonstrate operational 

readincs. The tect shall 
continue for at least a 

one-hour period at 75% of 

rated load or greater.  

During the monthly gene

rator test th" diesel 
generator starting air 

compressor shall be 

checked for operation and 

its ability to recharRe 

sir receivers. The opera

tion of the diesel fuel 

oil transfer punps shall 

be demonstrated, and the 

diesel starting titae to 

reach rated.voltage and.  

speed shall be logged.  

b. Once per oipratinv' cy.  

a test will be conducted 
to demonstrate the emer

gency dlesel generators 

will start and accept 

emergency load -ithin
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LITIiNG COHTJITIONS FOR OPrPATION SKI VEILLANCE, XIQUIPF.E'I4TS

3.9.A Axiliary Eleccrical 'guUpMent 

( ni(fliif t rin-si (irmer I~ 

cot,•, iliv. t,)WL'r Lr n f~ lv 

rai'able of supplying power 

t, thi' si,itdiow1 boards.  

tb. A fýrjrth operable units 

1 ard 2 diesel generaior.  

4. Buses arnd Boards Available 

a. Start buses 1A and 18 are 

energized 

b. fhe Ini,.f. 1 and 2 i-kV 
shutdowT bosrds are 

energizedl 

C, The 480-'.' su'.di.Jfn boards 
assoc~6teC -Ith the unit 

are ener ze-d 

d, Undervclt,.eP relaYs 

operable er start 

buses 1A end IB and 4-ýV 

shutdov-. toards, A, B, C, 

and D.  

5. The 250-Volt urct and shutdozn 

board batteries and a bat!ery 

charger for each battery and 

aslociated battery boards are 

operable.  

6. Logic Systems 

a. Cornon accident signal 

logic system Is operable.  

b. 480-V load shedding logic 

ayvtem it operable.  

7. There shall be a siniwmum of 

103,300 gallons of diesel fuel 

Im the standby diesel genera

tor fuel tanks.

4.9,A Auxiliaty rlcctrirlc Equipment 

the specified tim- sequence.  

C. Once a month the quontitY 

of diesel (uel available 

shall be logged.  

d. Each diesel gtneracor shall 

be given an annuo] inspec 

tion in acordance with 

iostrvuctions based on the 

sanufacturere' ." corendA

"tions.  

o. Once a month a Simple Of 

diesel fjel shall be checked 

for quality The quality 

shall bc withtn the accepta

ble limiti specified in 

Iable I of the latest -0,-igion 

to A cTM ThQ7• 1A lo.ged.  

2. D.C. Power ;yitt, - Unit 93tt.ries 

(250-Volt) Diesel Ccneratr 

Batteries (12-4olt) and Shutdown 

Board BAtterIeC (250-Vol:)

a. Every uek the specific 
gravity and the voltage nf 

the pilot cell. and trrpcra

ture of an adjacent cell and 

overAll bActtty voItCge :hall 

be messuied and logRed.  

b. Every three rcnths the mea

surements '..ll be made of 

voltage of c~ch cell to 

nearest 0.1 volt. specific 

gravity of each cell. and 

temperature of every fieth 

cell. These measurements 

shall be logged.  

c. A battery rated discharge 

(c;p~city) test shall bo 

perfcrmed ,n" t"o volta.ge, 

tlno, And outout current 

,seasuremronts shall be logged 

at intervals not to exceed 
24 mo.nths.
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4.10.A RefuelinE Interlocks

refueling interlocks 
shall be operable.  

b. A sufficient number of 
control rodo shall be 
operable so that the 
core can be made sub
critical with the 
strongest operable con
trol rod fully with
drawn and all other 
operable control rods 
fully inserted, or all 
directional control 
valves for remaining 
control rods. shall be 
disarmed electrically 
and sufficient margin 
to criticality shall be 
demonstrated.  

c. If r•aintenance is to be 
performed on two control 
rod drives they must be 
separated by more than 
two control cello in any 
direction.  

d. An appropriate nu-ber 
of SRM's are available 
as defined in specifi
"cation 3.1O.A.  

6. Any number of control rods 
m~ay be withdrawn or removed 
from the reactor core pro
viding the following condi
tions are sacitfied: 

a. The reactor mode switch 
is locked in the "re
fuel" position. The 
refueling interlock 
which prevents nore than 
one control rod from

3. With the mode selection switch in 
the refuel or shutdown mode, no 
control rod may be withdrawn until 
two licensed operators have confirmed 
:that either all fuel has been removed 
from around that rod or that all 
control rods in immediately adjacent 
cells have been fully inserted and 
electrically disarmed.
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LJIMITur CfleNflTIt SM'~It ADKuATIONU37Y!LJC EIRX1

3.1O.A RefueLRtR Interle.ks 

being vithdravn may be 
bypasesd on & vichdrwa 
control rod aftar the 
fuel aseuabliu LN tM 
cell camtaLftit (go&
trolled toy) tkAt ** 

treo T.d have b4oo IT
owved froa tCx reacr~i 
core. All th*er re

shall be ojtrabla.  

B. Core Monitoring 

I. During core alterations, except 
as in 3.10.B.2, two SRIs shall 

be operable, in or adjacent to any 
quadrant where fuel or control 
rods are being moved. For an SRUM 
to be considered operable, the 
following shall be satisfied: 

a. The SPf shall be inserted to 

the normal operating level.  
(Use of special moveable, 
dunking type detectors during 
initial fuel loading and 
major core alterations in place 
of normal detectors is per

x missible as long as the detector 
is connected to the normal SRM 
circuit.) 

b. The SRUM shall have a minimum of 
3 cps with all rods fully 
inserted in the core, if one 
or more fuel assemblies are in 
the core.

• 2.". During a complete core removal, 
the SRM's shall have an initial 
minimum count rate of 3 cps prior 
to fuel removal, with all rods 
fully inserted and rendered 
electrically inoperable. The 
count rate will diminish during 
fuel removal. Ini4vidual control 
rods outside the periphery of 
the then existing fuel matrix 
may be electrically armed and 
moved for maintenance after 
all fuel in the cell containing 

. be,-, DV :. tie 

reactor core.

4.10.A IataelInl Interlocks

3. Core Monitoring 

Prior to naking any alterationt 
to the cors the SRX's shall be 
functionally tested and checked 
for oeutron response. There
after. while rquirod to be 
o'g.rable, the SX.X's will be 
shockag daily for rpum
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Figure 4.2-1 
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tt REG,4 .1UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
0 oWASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 2 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 40 
License No. DPR-52 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found 
that: 

A. The applications for amendments by Tennessee Valley 
Authority (the licensee) dated August 2, 1978 and 
August 11, 1978, comply with the standards and 
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and 
regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the 
applications, the provisions of the Act, and the rules 
and regulations of the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities 
authorized by this amendment can be conducted without 
endangering the health and safety of the public, and 
(ii) that such activities will be conducted in 
compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical 
to the common defense and security or to the health 
and safety of the public; and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 
10 CFR Part 51 of the Commission's regulations and all 
applicable requirements have been satisfied.



-2-

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical 
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license 
amendment and paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility License No. DPR-52 
is hereby amended to read as follows: 

(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices 
A and B, as revised through Amendment No. 40, are 
hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee 
shall operate the facility in accordance with the 
Technical Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its 
issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas Aý.fppolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: November 16, 1978



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 40 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52 

DOCKET NO. 50-250 

Revise Appendix A as follows: 

Remove the following pages and replace with identically numbered pages: 

33/34 
35/36 
51/52 
73/74 
75/76 

113/114 
131/132 
205/206 
207/208 
241/242 
293/294 
303/304 

Revise Appendix B as follows: 

Remove the following page and replace with identically numbered page: 

41/42 

Marginal lines indicate revised area. Overleaf pages are provided for 

convenience.



TABLE 3.1.A 
REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTE4 (SCRAM) INSTRU eNTATIC', REQUIREYI.

Ktin. Ho.  
of 

Operable 
Inst.  

Chantiels 
Per Trip 
Sy..tU.m (1)

Modes in Which Function 
Must Be Operable

Trip Function Trip Level Setting
Shut- Starcup/Hot 
down Refuel(7) Standby_ Run

I Mode Switch in Shutdown 

1 Manual Scram

1PM (16) 

3 11gh Flux 

3 Inoperative

APP-4 (16) 
High Flux 
Hitgh Flux 

Inoperative 
Down c a I e

C 120/125 Indicated 
^n scale±

See Spec. 2.1.A.l 
( 15% rated power 

(13) 
S3 Indicated on Scale

2 Vi;:l .R.:actor Pressure < lOSS peig

2 Hit.h Orv'ell 
Pres3ure (14) 

2 Reactor Low Water 
Level (14) 

2 Itieh Water Level in 
Screw 
Di'icharge Tank

S2 psig 

S538" above vessel zero 

• 50 Gallons
X - I.A

X X 

X X

Act fi u(

2 
2 
2 
2

v (22)

.A 

l.A 

l.A 

l.A

X 

X 

X 

x

X(17) 
X(17) 
(11) xz) 

X 

x

X 

X

(5) 

(5) 

X 

x X(12)

X 

X 

X

X (22)

x(21) 
x(21) 

(11) 

X(10)

X(8)

X

X X(2)

0o 
or 
or 
or

1.8 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3•

I.A 
l.A 
I.A 
I.A 

L.A 

L.A 

I.A

X



TABLE 3.1.A (Continued)

Modes in Which Function 
rust Be Cn-rable

Min. No.  
of 

Operable 

Cila nI l s 
Per Trip

Main Stea:": Line Isolation 
Valve Closure 

Turbine Cont. Valve Fast 
Closure 

Turbine Stop Valve Closure 

Turbine Control Valve 
Loss of Control Oil 
Pres sure

2 Turbine First Stage 
Pressure Permissive 

Turbine Condenser Low 
Vacuum

Main Steam Line High 
Radiation (14)

Trip Level Setting 

< 10' Valve Closure 

Upon trip of The fast 

acting solenoid valves 

< 10' Valve Closure 

S550 psig

< 154 psig

S23 In. Hg, Vacuum 

< 3X Normal Full Power 
Background (20)

Start'un/Hot 
Refuel (7) _-Sta rhy___

X(3)(6)

X(4) 

x(4) 

X(18)

X(3) 

X(9)

x(3) (6) 

x(4) 

X(4) 

X(4)

X(18)

X(3)

Run

X(6) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(18)

x

Action(l ) 

l.A or l .C 

l.A or 1.D 

l.A or 1.0 

l.A or 1.D

(19)

l.A or .C

X(9) X(9) l.A or I.C

Trip Function

1;

2

2



HOTES FOR TARLE 3.1•A•A 

1. There ahall bý! two operzible or tripped trip syritems for each iunct.on.  

If the minLsu,- number of operable ini3trument chann.e!o per trip iyseC=: 

cannot be met for both trip syStem¾, the appropriate actions listvd 

below shall be taken.  

A. initiate insertion of operable roJs as d complete insertion of all 

operable rods within four hours.  

B. Reduce power level to IP.M ranKe and place mode switch in the 

StartupiHoc Standby position within 8 hours.  

C. Reduc.e turbine load and close main steam line isolation valves 

within 8 hours.  

D. Reduce power to leas than 30% of rated.  

2. Scram discharge volume high bypass may be used in shutdown or refuel 

to bypass scrnan Jischarge volume scram with control rod block for 

reactor protection system reect.  

3. Bypassed if reactor pressure < 1055 psig and mode snitch not in run.  

4. Bypassed when turbine first stage pr-ssure is less than 154 psig.  

S. IRlf'D are bypassed when AM'PMs are onscale and the reactor mode switch 

is in the run position.  

6. The design permits closure of any two lines without a scram being 

initiated.  

7. %When the reactor is subcritical and the reactor water temperatt:re is 

less than 212°F, only the following trip function3 need to bo operable: 

A. Mode switch in shutdown 

B. Hanual scram 

C. lIgli flux IP.M 

D. Scram discharge volume high level 

E. APR1 15% scram 

8. Not required to be operable when primary containment integrity t• not 

required.  

9. Not required if all main %iteamlines ar.2 isolated.
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head is not boiced to t.e vessel.

11. The APRM downscale trip function is only active when the 
reactor mode switch is in run.  

12. The APRFM dc.vscale trip is automatically bypassed when the 
IRM instrz-.entaticn is operable and nct high.  

13. Less than I14 operable LPR.Mls will cause a trip system trip.  

1a. Channel sý-red by Reactor Protection System and Primazy 
Contaiaznent and Reactor Veosel isolation Control System. A channel failure may be a channel failure in each system.  

15. The APR2M 15% scram 13 bypassed in the Run Mode.  

16. Channel shared by Reac-tor Protection System and Reac-tor 
Manual Control System (Rod 2lock Portion). A channel falltre 
may be a channel failure in each system.  

17. Not required while performinq low power physics tests at 
atmospheric pressure during or after refueling at power 
levels not to exceed 5 MW(t).  

18. Operabili•ty is requfred whe-n ncrmal first-stage pressure is below 
30Z (< 154 psig), 

19. Action 1.A or 1.0 shall be taken only if the per-.issive fails 
in such a manner to prevent the affected RPS logic from 
performing its intended function. Otherwise, no action is 
required.  

20. An alarm setting of 1.5 times norma" background at rated power shall 
be established to alert the operatcr to abnormal radiat-on levels in 
primary coolant.  

21. The APRM High Flux and Inoperative Trips do not have to be operable 
in the Refuel Mode if the source Range Monitors are connected to give 
a non-coincidence, High Flux scram, at < 5 x 10 cps. The SRM's shall 
be operable per Specification 3.10.B.1. The removal of eight (8) 
shorting links is required to provide non-coincidence high-flux 
scram protection from the Source Range Monitors.  

22. The three required IRM's per trip channel is not required in the 
Shutdown or Refuel Modes if at least four IRM's (one in each core 
quadrant) are connected to give a non-coincidence, High Flux scram.  
The removal of four (4) shorting links is required to provide 
non-coincidence high-flux scram protection from the IRM's.
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S1JRVZILLNCE- RQU ri~tL31XSý
LIMITINC CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.2.3 Core and Containment CoolinL 
Syatem - initiation & Control 

C. Control Aod Dlock Actuation 

The limiting conditiona of 

operation for the inotruman
tition that initiates control 

rod block are given in Table 
3.2.C.

DELETE 
Now covered by note 7.C.

Off-las Pcot Treatment Isolation 
Finct Ion 

I. Off Gas Post Treatment Monitors 

(a) Except as bpccifiad in (b) 

below, both off-ga3 

post treatment radiation 

monitors shall be operable 

during reactor operation.  

The isolation function 

trip settin3s for the 

monitors shall be set at 

a va)ue not to exceed the 

equivaient of the stack 

release limit specifi.ed in 

epecification 3.8.B.I.

4.2.5 Core and Containment Coolifng 
SyTatems - Initiation 6 Control 

are required to be operable shall 

be considered operable if tht7 
are vithin the required surveil
lance testing frequency and there 
is no r-son to suspect that thAy 
are inoperable.

C. Control Rod Block Actuation 

Iastruvmentation shall be function

ally tested, calibrated and checked 
as indicated in Table 4.2.C.

System logic shall be functionallv 
tested as indicated in Table 4.2.C.  

D. Off-Gas Post Treatment Isolation 
Functions 

. Off-Ga3 Post Treatment Mo.nltoring 

Syst em

Instrunentation shall ba rune
tionally teste&, calibra .'ýd and 

checked as indicated in Table 
4.2.0.  

Syetam logic shall be !-unction
ally tested as indicated in 
Table 4.2.D.

D.
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3.2.D Off-Gas Post Treatment Isolation 
Functions

(b) from and after the date 
that one of the two off-gas 
post treatment radiation 
monitors is made or found 
to be inoperable, continuad 
reactor power operation is 
pcrmissible during the next 
seven days, provided that 
the inop'srable monitor ii 
tripped in the downacale, 
position. One radiation 
Wootitor may be out of 
service for four hours 
for functional test and/ 
or calibration without 
the mouaitor being in a 
dewnscale tripped 
condition.

(c) Upon the loss of both off
gae post treatment radia
tion monitors, initiate an 
orderly shutdown and shut 
the m~ainsteam isolation 
valves or the off-gas 
isolation valve within 
10 hours.  

E. Dry-uell Leak Detection 

The lim~iting conditicna of opera.  
tion for the ini ta~nt~ition thýur 
zonitors drywall leak detectizn 
are given In Table 3.2.E, 

Burvetillane. Intrurnentatioi'1 

The limzitinS conditions fur the 
InstrumesnCation tha~t providas 
surveillance information readouto 
are $Ivan in labia 32.2.Y.  

0. Con~trol Room Iaclition

The 1ii~itin: condi~icna for 
ins~trumentation that 12o1atea 
the control rormo And initiate.  
ths cc~ntrol rc~om emarganc,7 
preasfurigtion syacem.. are given 
in Tabls 3.2.0.

k.2.D Off-Gas Post Treatment Isolation 
Funiction

Inatrunentstion Sh..ll1 ba 
and chtccked As ctd 
4.2.Ze

Ln Tab3.!

1nstrumz.ntation the-11 bo aa1L!,rstzd 
and chocked as indicAted LA Tatlabi 
4#2.7t 

and chickcd si ir4i;&'0d inTaL 
44.206
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8. This function is bypassed vhen the -oda #vltch is placed in Zun.  

9. This function Is only active vhen tee 6do switch Is in Run. This 

function So autoaJtically bypassed when the IRM inatrvmontation to 

operable and not high.  

10. The inoperative trips are produced by the following functiona: 

a. SRO( and IRJ 

(1) Laocjl "operate-calilrate" ovitch not in oerats.  

(2) Power supply voltage low.  

(3) Circuit boarda not In circuit.  

7k. AP 7

(1) Local "operato-cslibrato" rvlt-h not in operste.  

(2) L4s. than 14 LM Lnputs.  

(3) Circuit boarD rot In circuit.

C. Ram 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

11. Detector 
detector

Local "operate-calibrate" avitch not In operate.  

Circuit boards not in circuit.  

RXM fails to null.  

Less than required number of LPK inputs for rod ilected.  

traverse is adjusted to 114 2 inches, placing the 
lower posicion 24 inches below the lower core plate.
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TABLE 3.2.D 
OFF-GAS POST TREATMENT ISOLATION INYSTRW NTATION

"fin. No.  
Operable (I)

2

I

Function 

Off-Gas Post Treatment 
Monitor 

Off-Gas Post Treatment 
Isolation

Trip Level Setting

Note 3 

Note 3

Action (2)

A or B 

B

Remarks 

1. 2 upscales, or 1 dovascal 
and 1 upscale, or 2 dowv 
scales will isolate 
off-gas line.  

1. One trip system with auto 
transfer to another source

ROTES: 

1. Whenever the minimum number operable cAnnot be met, the indicated action shall be taken.

2. Act!on 

A. Refer to Section 3.2.D.l.b 

B. Refer to Section 3.2.f.l.c

3. Trip setting to correspond to Specification 3.2.D.I.a



The KPCI hlrph f;cow and tempf'(AtutC instrumefltatlun aru provided to detect 
a break In the HPCI steam pipinig. Tripping of thl2; Instru..entation re
sults in Actuation of HPCL itio valves. Tripp~igR logic for the hIRh 
nlov 19 a I out of 2 logic. and all sensors arc rt'luired :o be operable.  

flip~h temperacurc In the -JrnIty of tbe 14FTI equiprnent. Is sensed by L.  
seets of 4 bimecallIc temt~erature sw.itches. The 16. re.aiperature switches 

are arranged Ir. 2 trl-, gynterir with 8 temperaturr swvitche., in each trip 
syst em.  

The HFC1 trip T-(c tin.f o. ' ' f-) I ;9ha 11-.. -J 7'`CF fc:' high temn
perature Are such th.t cort vrnco'.vcr Is prrveneci a,, fission product 
release Is .Iithin At.  

The RCIC hIgh flo- an3i 1-rPratvte fr.-,tru nttjtc,-t% -irc arr.znecd the sar,
as that for th- Ii'Cl . The trip sect ing o' 450" ti')() to. high f lo and 
?OO'F for ter-pcrature art bast d on tlic same critcc- a as tl.e HPCl.  

hligh termpcra~l..r A' the P(.lctor Cicainur' Syst~em flooi- dr-i In could Indicate 
& break In the c~c~r sy-ýte-. Ll.e.n high tezperzturc, occurs. the cleanup 
system~ 1s tsolated.  

The instrunentazl~r~n whic~h Iintiate~s CSCS atior~ is 3rrinc-d In A dual 
bus systtvf'. As f cr cother vi ,al In~.rrune~,tac. on arraoiged in this fashion.  
the STreciflic.trcor P~c~e~ves the c~ffcctivenesb of the ný'sten even during 
perioda v',en r~afrrcn-wnce or testing Is being pe-.forned. An exception to 
this 1.5 when 1i1,tc functional trestinpg Is being pe:fo.rne.  

The concrol :&' b! wci func2orn!' ;ýre pr,-..'idec5 to pirýen'rt ec~essive control 
rod %.':ý-JrT'.a1 TO th. t 1ICIF. d'-eý no, decreasp cc, 1.D(. The trip lopic 
for this functio!- IN I out of n: e.g. , -in/ ~r l or. one of 1.1 1x ARi 
eight IR.M'.q, or fo-jr SR.W& will result In a rviJ block..  

The mr~i-.u~ 1, - .-*n ' c hannp i r'-q-Irc'--nt s 70ue Suf c lent inrcrurients
t on to ainu~t' , ~vrl~.t fa-.1ure critcr. '.: !,,et . Two RBM channels are pro
vided an-4 only one of these may be bypassed from the console, for mainte
nance arL/or testine, provided that this condition does not last longer than 
224 hours in any thirty day period. This time period is only 3% of the operating 
tin.e 11: a month and dces not significantly increase the risk of preventing 
a-n inadvertent control rod withdrawal.  
The APRHý rad tjijc*- f Lrct Inn iq flow' b!ascd anz: prev-rits a Slgnificant reduc
tion In PC!FI , C- ;r~n& oFpcration a't re.'-scc' flcw. The AP;L.M pro
Vide5 ~r.TC'ss 5CorP Pr~'c C7tI ( I-. I -e.-, 11I'CA th.! Z7c-SS core power Increase 
from~ wfrh..r3'.1 of ~(-r.,rol rods in the nor-al VIrhCraj.'3j sequence. The 
trips are set a., ciar x'cFp Is CDAIn.:Aied treatrer thmn2.6 

Tho RBM rod blOCKc ( U:1 P fro': I 1c~ 11,.: ~r 0CtCt.n C the core; I.e..  
the prevention o! crlicic,1 po-er In a~ local region of the core, for a 
single rod Wjthdra.ýAl error from ek liultir.g control rod patrern.
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2 gAnF S 

If the IRM channels are in the vjr~t condition of allowed bypass, the 

sealing arrangement iR ouch that •or imnbypased IMu chinnals, a rod block 

signal is generated hl•,r th,, dtc,'t,.J neutrons flux has increased by 

mort than a factor 01 10.  

A donscale indication is an Indication the instrument has failed or the 

instrument is not sensitive enough. In either case the instrument will 

not respond to changes in control rod wotion and thus, control rod motion 

is prevented.  

The refueling Interlocks also opprate one logic channel, and zre required 

for safety only whcn the mode switch is in the refueling position.  

For effective emergency core cnoling for small pipe breaks, the )IPCI system 

must function since r~actor pressure does not decrease rapid enough to 

allow either core spray or LPCI to operate in time. The automatic pres3ure 

relief function Im provided as a backup to the HPCI in the event the HPCI 

doen not operatr. The arTrngeMent Of the tripping contacts is such as to 

provide this funrtion when neceBsarv and minimize spurious operation. The 

trip settinns given In the specification are adequate to assure the above 

critcria are Met. 1h, specification preserves the effectiveness of the 

syotem dorLnq pcriods of naintenance, testing, or calibration, and also 

minimizes the risk of inadvertent operation; i.e., only one instrument 

channel out of 6ervice.  

Two post treatmcnt off-ja. radiation monitors are provided and, When their 

trip point is reached, cause an isclatioii of the off-gas line. Isolation 

is initiated whcn both instru-rcnts reach their high trip point or one has 

an upscale trip and the other a doenscale trip or both have a downscale 

trip.  

Both 'ýnstrumcnts arc required foy trip but the instruJMent3 art set so 

that any instrument6 are Pet so that the instantaneous stack rtle•ae rate 

limit given in Specification 3.6 Is not exceeded.  

Four ridistion ,,nitur' are pt )vld , tor each un t which Initiate Primary 

ContMAWment [Iolation (Groip t isolation valves) Reactor Building ljolation 

and operaLton nf the Standby Gas Trea:went System. These instrument channels 

monitor the radiation in the Reactor zone ventilation exhaust ducts and in 

the Refueling Zone.  

Trip setting of 100 mr/hr for the monitors in the Refueling Zone are based 

upon Inttiating normal vantliation 1solation and SCTS operation sa :h.ot 

none of the activity released during the refueling accident leaves the 

Reactor Building via the normal ventilation path but rather all the activity 

La procesaed by the SCTS.  

Flow integrators and sump fill rate and pump ou: rate ticers are used to 

detcrmine leaiage in the drywell. A system whereby the tilM intervai to 

fill a knovwn volume will be utilized to provide a backup. An air sampling 

system is also provided to detect leak.age inside the primary Contaitment 

(See Table L.2.E).
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.Ic4o , opw ra':or v't: 1 v -ja!I rid .C 10o.N or reu

tTen ,'*,I. Tu, cois,:q,,eC A : r t. : lv!ti .,ccidtntn ,r-.  

functi,,,1n of ¾'. ¶r'Z! i. c,: rea fl'4. . "h.' r,,;v' .rt-ic of 

ct ' t 3 co .t-'s per hc~ f inu :;.15U' 3) that . ., t r.er,, nC 

shoold It oc ur . .r . tit! nt ur 2 eo'l e t(: I t&' . ! volue of 

10 O.' £Ot,, , . .0 1' t:.i ,'n • ",J, n -.r.1nnr !rnt, ru,.  

cold r ,i.a' I , nn O,. o'-j rp.btý 'I. R r voi-.'d -e Adejulte 
CO rL.,rIro:, th• a p ru.ich L( c: t!caIIt y L. n r.cco 'encou:j 

a,, crn., of scatter!J ctun:tr l rod "w':'d I A r 

Of: tco oper-blc S?'a a prov d!d ss an addeeo Cor.8er7-.dtiv M.  

5. Thn R,(d• 1Uot% Monitor (RBM) i e desi;gnd to auto-"tl1a1ly 
prevent fel ,?n-: in tn.-, even: of 7np.ncous rod *jIihd:ra'.Pa2 

from loz::icn oi high power deaf, 1:y durin.- high po.;tr level 

Opr:a~lon. Two RBM channels are provided, and one of these may 
be bypassed from the console for maintenance and/or testing.  

Automatic rod withdrawal blocks from one of the channels will block 
erroneous rod withdrawal soon enough to prevent fuel damage. ThE 

specified restrictions with one channel out of service conservatively 
assure that fuel damage will not occur due to rod withdrawal errors 
when this condition exists.  

A lii-iting ýontrol rod pattern is a pattern which results 
in the core being on a thermal hydraulic limit, (le, 
MCP, T:Iven bv Specification 3.5.k or LHGR of 18.5 for 7x7 or 

]3.4 for 8xb) During use of such patterns, It is 

J.C'rT that testing of the RBIM system prior to with

drawn] of such rods to assure its operability will 
aisure that improper withdrawal does not occur.  
It is normally the responsibility of the Nuclear 
Frp•neer to identify these limiting patterns and 
t'-ý designated rods rither when the patterns are 
initially established or as they develop due to the 
occurrence of inoperable control rods in other than 

limiting pattern's. Other personnel qualified to per
form these functions may be designated by the plant 
superintendent to perform these functions.  

Scram In•-,,rrion Times 

The control rod system Is designated to bring the reactor 
subcrltic•l, at the rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage: 

le, to prcvec.t the UCPR from becoming less than 1.06. The 
liritiný pc;(.r transient is given in Reference 1. Analysis 
of this trar.sient shows that the negative reactivity rates 
resultin fro-, the s.crnm with the averape response of all 

the drives as given in the above specification provide the 

required '.rxctccrion, and MCPR remain, greater than 1.06.  

On an e7, ' .":', ser,o, degradation of control rod scram 
p CI fort r - -. ured during Plant startup and was determined 
t (' !', C tt , '-,

i i I



pArt I:ulaLC naterial ('probably construction debris) paj.,ging an 
internal control rod drive filter. The design of the present 
control rod drive (Model 7RLDBI44B) Is gro'sly improved by the 
relo^ttoRn of the filter to a lo-ation out of the scram drive 
path: i.e.. It tnn tic, longer interfere witn acram performance, 
even i; rnmmpletelv blocked.  

The derr~ded performance of the original drive (CRD7RD3h14I4A) 
under dirty operlating conditions and the insensitivity of the 
redesigned drive tCRT7R.nB]d4B) has been demonstrated by a 
serl .A of engineering tests under himulated reactor operating 
cond ionb The successful performance of the new drive under 
actuil operating conditions has also beer. demonstrated by 
cone stent.y goo,- in-srrvIce tett resultt for plants using the 
new frive -nd .a' be irferred fr'yr plants using the older model 
driv with a modified tlarger screen size, internal filter which 
in 1 'as prune to plugging. Data has been dccumented by surveil
lanc.- repcr-e in various operati'-g plant#;. These include 
Oyster Creek, Monticello, Dresden 2 and Dieaden 3. Approximately 
5000 drive tests have been recorded to date.  

Toilloing identification of the 'plugged filter" problem, very 
freqcont scram testj were tiecesanry to ensure proper perfor-mance.  
However, the meore frequent scram tests are now considered totally 
unnecesoarý and Lnwise for the following reasons: 

1. Erratic scrar. performa:ice has been identified an due Lo an 
obstructed drive filter in type "A" drives. The drives in 
BFNF are of the new "B" type debign whose scrazý performance 
is unsffecred by filter condition.  

2. The dirt load is pritnrily released d-rrni startup of the 
reactor when the reactor and its systtirs Are first subjected 
to flows and presn.-re and therr.al stresses. Special atten
tion and mea,.,rec re now being taken to assure cleaner 
systems. Reictorn with drives idcnti('a& or similar (shorter 
qtroke, smaller pimton areas) have operated through many 
refueling cyc lea with no sudden or erratic changes in scram 
,erfor-ance. This preoperational and startup testing is 
.ufficitent to detect anomglouS orive perfor.mance.  

3. he 72-hour outage limit which initiated the start of the 
.requent scrirm tenting is arbitrary, having no logical basis 
other thnn quantifving a "major outage" which might reasona
bly be cnused by an event so severe as to possibly affect 
drive perforrm.ance. This requirement is unwise because it 
provIdet an Incentive for shortcut actions to hasten returni'., " on line" to avoid the additional testing due a 72-hour outage.
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TABLE 3.6.H UNIT 2 - paye 7 

SHOCK SUPPRESSORS (SNUBBERS)

Snubber No.  

R9 - north 

R9 - south 

RI upper 

RI lower 

R2 - north 

R2 - west 

R3 - east 

R3 - west 

R4 - north 

R4 - east 

R5 upper 

P.5 lower

System

RCIC

RCIC (ring hdr) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header) 

Condensate S&S 
(ring header)

Elevation

Snubbers in High 
Radiation Area During 

Shutdown*

564 

564 

548 

548 

548 

548 

548 

548 

548 

548

Snubbers Especially Difficult to Remove

Snubbers Inaccessible 
During Normal 

-Operation

x

x 

x 

x

548 

555

0

Snubbers Accessible Dur 
Normal Operat

x

x 

x

x 

x

x 

x

x

x 

x



TABLE 3.6.H 

SHOCK SUPPRESSORS (SNUBBERS)

UNIT 2 - page 8

Snubber No.  

SSZ-1 

SSX-2 

SSX-3 

SSZ-4 

SSZ-5 

SSX-6 

SSX.7 

SSZ-8 

SSZ-1A 

SSX-2A 

SSX-3A 

SSZ-4A 

SSZ-5A 

SSX-6A 

SSX-?A 

SSZ-8A

System

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC 

PSC

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring hdr) 

(ring ,hdr)

Elevation 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525 

525

Snubbers in High 
Radiation Area During Snubbers Especially 

Shutdown* Difficult to Remove

Snubbers 
Inaccessible 
During Normal 

___Opera t ion

Snubbers 
Accessible During 

Normal Operation

I



TABLE 3.6.H 

SHOCK SUPPRESSORS (SNUBBERS)

UNIT 2 - page 9

0

Snubber No. Elevation

Snubbers in High 
Radiation Area During 

Shutdown*
Snubbers Especially 
Difficult to Remove

Snubbers 
Inaccessible 
During Normal 

Operation

Snubbers 
Accessible During 

Normal Operation

EECW 

RBCCW 

RBCCW 

RBCCW 

RBCCW 

RBCCW 

RBCCW 

RBCCW 

RBCCW 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation

(

R33 

RI upper 

Ri I ower 

R2 upper 

R2 lower 

R3 upper 

R3 lower 

R4 upper 

R4 lower 

SSI-A 

SSI-B 

SS?-A

605 

615 

615 

615 

615 

615 

615 

615 

615 

556 

556 

558

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x

/

x 

x 

x



TABLE 3.6.H 

frj SHOCK SUPPRESSORS (SNUBBERS) 
0(

UNIT 2 - page 10

Snubber No.  

SS2-B 

SS3-A(295°) 

SS3-A(335°) 

SS3-B(115o) 

SS3-8(1540) 

SS4-A 

SS4-B 

SS5-A(262 0 ) 

SS5-A(325°) 

SS5-B(350 ) 

SS5-B(98g) 

SS6-A 

SS6-B 

SS7 

SS8

System

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Reci rculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation

Elevation

Snubbers in High 
Radiation Area During 

Shutdown*
Snubbers Especially 
Difficult to Remove

Snubbers 
Inaccessible Snubbers 
During Normal Accessible During 

Operation Normal Operation

558 

564 

564 

564 

564 

570 

570 

581 

581 

581 

581 

568 

568 

564 

564

*Modifications to this Table due to 
of the next license amendment.

changes in high radiation areas should be submitted to the NRC as part



3.7.C Secondary Containment 

2. If reactor zone secondary con
tainmenc integrity cannot be 
maintained the following con
ditions shall be met: 

a. The reactor shall be made 
oubcritical and Specifica
tion 3.3.A shall be met.  

b. The reactor shall be cooled 
dovwn below 212'F and the 
reactor coolant system 
vented.  

c. Fuel movement shall not 
be permitted in the reac
tor zone.  

d. Primary conta!nrment integrity 
maintained.  

3, Secondary containment integrity 
shall be macnc'dneJ in the re
fueling zone, except as speci
fied in 3,7.C.4.

4.7.C Seconj.%.i Cona irunment 

capability to maintain 1/4 
inch of water vacu._t unaer 
calm wind ( - 5 mph) condi
tiona with a system inleakage 

rate of not more than 
12,000 cfm.  

6. Secondary containment capa
bility tomaintain 114 inch 

water vacuum under calm wint 
(05 mph) conditions withi a 

system inleakage rate of 
not more than 12,000 cfn, 
shall be demonstrated at 

each refueling outage pri.r 
to refueling.  

2. After a secondary containment 
violation is determined the 
standby gas treatment systcm 
will be operated irnnedi.telv 
af'er the affected zone are 
isolated from :he remainder of 
the secondary containment to 
confirm its ability to main
tain the re.uainder of :he 
secondary containment at 1I/.
inch of water negative prcss"rc 
under calm wind conditions.
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TINC CONDIT-I1HS FEmI ()PfRATroN 

7. Secondary Containment 

4. If refueling zone secondary 
containment cannot be maintained 
the following conditions shall 
be met: 

a. Handling of spent fuel and 
all operations over spent 
fuel po.ols and open reac
tor wells containing fuel 
shall be prohibited.  

b. The standby gas Lreatment 
system suction to the re
fueling zone will be 
blocked except for a con
trolled lenkage area sized 
to assure the achieving of 
a v4cuum of at lea3t 1/4
inch of waLer and not over 
3 inches of water in all 
three reactor zones.  

Primnry Contan-meent Isolation Valves 

1. During reactor power opcration, 
all Isolation valves listed in 
Table 3.7.A and all reactor 
coolant system instrument line 
flow check valves shall be 
operable except as 3pecified 
in 3.7.D.2.

4.7.C Secondary Contsinmsnt 

D. Primary Containnent Iaoliz;on Vnlvo 

1. The priiniry containrme;'. isola
tion valves surveillai•ce ehall 
be perforne3 as follows: 

a. At least once per operating 
cycle the operablt isola
tion valves that sre 
power operated and auto
aatically initiated shall 
be tested for aimulated 
automotic initiation and 
closure times.  

b. It least once per quarter: 

4i) All normally open power 
operated isolation 
valves (except for th 
main Steam line power
operated iSolation 
valves) shall be full7 
closed and recpened.
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UMITITG CODITIOtIS FOR OMXTION 

).9.A A'ahillAr7 tlectrical Equipment 

co=,,(,n transformer and 

cooling tower transformer 

capable of supplying power 

to the shutdow-m boards.  

b. A fo-.rth operable units 

1 and 2 diesel generator.  

h. Buses a¢nd Boards Available 

a. Start buses !A and 1B are 

energized.  

b. Tne units 1 and 2 4-kV 

shutdovTi boards are 

energized.  

c. The L8C-" shujdoýir boards 
associated with tne unit 

are energized 

d. Undervcltage relays 

operable on start 

buses IA and 1B and b-kV 

shutdovrn boards, A, B, C, 

and D.  

5. The 250-Volt ucit and shutdovn 

board batteries and a bAttery 

charger for eacn battery and 

associated battery boards are 

operable.  

6. Logic Systems 

a. Co accident signal 

logic system Is operable.  

b. 460-V load shedding logic 

sy3stem is operable.  

7. There shall be a ftinime of 

10),300 gallons of diesel fuel 

io the staodby diesel genera

tor fuel tanks.

StEVEILLANCE 1..EQUM•E'IT'S 

A.9.A c
5 1 1ir Elcctrl 'l tcaulPment 

tbe specified tgi" &quenICO.  

c. Once a month the queotit7 

of diesel fuel available 
shall be logged.  

d. Each diesel Se neraCtO Ohas" 

be given an annual in-pcc

tion in accordance with 

jostn rctiOns based on the 

manufacturer's :,comenda

tions.  

a. once a month a Oaople Of 

diesel fuel shall be checked 

for quality. The quality 

shall bc within the accepta

ble limits specified In 

Table 1 of the latest revision 

to ASTM D975 and logged.  
2. D.C. Power Systtn - Unit Battertes 

(250-Volt) Diesel Cenerator 

gatteries (125-€olit and Shutdown 

boerd 3^tterle3 (250-Vol:) 

a. lEvery week the specific 

gravity aid the voltage of 

the pilot c-1l, and tcr.pcta

ture of an asdJcent cell and 

overall bottery voltage Chall 

be measured and logged.  

b. Every three ccnth5 the mea

surements 't.ll 5, made of 

voltage of cich cel: to 

Cearest 0.1 volt, specific 

gCavity Of each Cell. and 

temperature o( every filth 

call. These measurements 

shall be lo~ged.  

c. A battel7 rated discharge 
(cAptcity) test shall bo 

perfcr-ed Inm the volage, 

tL-ne, ;%nz! otout curriont 

taj~ure-onts shall be lo&ged 

at 1.ntervals not to exceed 

24 nontt.5.
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LI'.TINCP CoN1DITIONS FOR OPFRATION SURVEILLANCE RQUIR.TS 

3.9.A AuxttikY ELectrical Equipment 4.9.A Auxiliary Electrical Equipment 

3. Logic Systemq 

a. Both divisions of the common 

accident uirnal logic system 

shall be tested every 6 months 

to demonstrate that it will 

function on actuation of the 

core spray systen of each 

reactor to provide an auto

matic start signal to all 4 
units 1 and 2 diesel 
generators.  

b. Once every 6 ronths, the condi

tion under which the 480-Volt 

load shedding lgic system is 
required shall be simulated using 

pendant test switches and/or 

pushbutton test switches to de

monstrate that the loid shedding 

logic system would initiate load 

shedding signals on the dienel 

auxiliary boards, reactor MOV 

boards, and the 480-Volt shut

down boards.  

4. Undervoltage Relays 

a. Once every 6 mouths, the con

dition under which the under

voltage relays are required 

shall'be simulated with an 

undervoltage on start buses 

1A and IB to demonstrate that 

the diesel generator3 will 

start.  

b. Once every 6 months, the con

ditions under which the under

voltage relays are required 

shall be simulated w-Ith an 

undervoltage on each shutdown 

board to demonstrate that the 

associated diesel generator 

will start.  

c. The undorvoltagr relays which 

start the dieoel generators 

from start buses L-A and IB 

and the 4-kV shutdovrr boozd5, 

shall be calibrated anutally 

for trip and reset and the 

measurements logged.  
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I.wimuINC CONI)lTION• FOR OPFRATION SURVE'T.LANCE REOUTREMFNTS 

J.10.A Refueling Interlocks 4.10.A RefuelinR Interlocks 

control rods are fully 
inserted and have had 

their directional con
trol valves electrically 

disarmed, it is suffi
cient to demonstrate 
that the core is sub

critical with a margin 

of at least 0.38 Ak at 
any time during the 
maintenance. A control 

rod on which maintenance 
is being performed shall 

be considered inoperable.  

3. The fuel grapple hoist 

load switch shall be set 

at < 1,000 lbs.  

4. It the frame-mounted auxi

liary hoist, the monorail
mounted auxiliary hoist, or 

the service'platforrm hoist 

is to be used for handling 

fuel with the head off the 

reactor vessel, the loai 

limit switch on the hoist 

to be used shall be set at 
- 400 lbs.  

5. A miximum of two non
Sadjacent control rods may 

be withdrawn from the core 

for the purpose of perfor

ming control rod and/or 

control rod drive mainten

ance, provided the follow

ing conditions are satis

fied: 

a. The reactor mode switch 
shall be locked in the 

"refuel" position. The 

refueling interlock 
which prevents more than 

one control rod from 

being withdrawn may be 

bypassed for one of the 
control rods on which 
maintenance is being 

performed. All other
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4.1O.A Refueling Interlocks

refueling Interlocks 
shall be operable.  

b. A sufficient number of 
control rodo shall be 
operable so that the 
core can be made sub
critical with the 
strongest operable con
Crol rod fully with

,drawn and all other 
operable control rods 
fully inserted, or all 
directional control 
valves for remaining 
control rods shall be 
diaarimed electrically 
and sufficient margin 
to criticality shall be 
demonstrated.  

c. If maintenance is to be 
performed on two control 
rod drives they must be 
separated by more than 
two control cells in any 
direction.  

d. An appropriate number 
of SRH*9 are available 
as defined in specifi
cation 3.10.A.  

6. Any number of control rods 
may be withdrawn or removed 
from the reactor core pro
viding the following condi
tliona are satisfied: 

a. The reactor mode switch 
is locked in the "re
fuel" position. The 
refueling interlock 
which prevents more than 
one control rod from

3. With the mode selector switch in 
the refuel or shutdown mode, no 
control rod may be withdrawn until 
two licensed operators have confirmed 
that either all fuel has been removed 
from around that rod or that all 
control rods in immediately adjacent 
cells have been fully inserted and 
electrically disarmed.
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Figure 4.2-1 
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UNITED STATES "o , NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

1 00 WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

DOCKET NO. 50-296 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 3 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 17 
License No. DPR-68 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found 
that: 

A. The applications for amendments by Tennessee Valley 
Authority (the licensee) dated August 2, 1978 and 
August 11, 1978, comply with the standards and 
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and 
regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the 
applications, the provisions of the Act, and the 
rules and regulations of the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities 
authorized by this amendment can be conducted without 
endangering the health and safety of the public, and 
(ii) that such activities will be conducted in 
compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to 
the common defense and security or to the health and 
safety of the public; and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 
10 CFR Part 51 of the Commission's regulations and all 
applicable requirements have been satisfied.



-2-

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical 

Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license 

amendment and paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility License No. DPR-68 

is hereby amended to read as follows: 

(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices 

A and B, as revised through Amendment No. 17, are 

hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee 

shall operate the facility in accordance with the 

Technical Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its 

issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas A" qppolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 

Division of Operating Reactors 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications 

Date of Issuance: November 16, 1978



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 17 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-68 

DOCKET NO. 50-296 

ReVise Appendix A as follows: 

Remove the following pages and replace with identically numbered pages: 

32 
35 
50 
77 
78 

110 
134 
218 
251 
252 
318 
335 

Revise Appendix B as follows: 

Remove the following page and replace with identically numbered page: 

42

Marginal lines indicate changed areas.



TST Lz 3.1.( REACTOR pROTZCTZON BSTST• (SC-•JVQ 171SRUMN•TATION PI0UIALNE"T

Mmn. No.  
of 

operable 
Inst.  
Channel a 
Per Trip 

Mode Switch in Shutdown

Manual Scram 

IR1 (16) 
3 High Flux

Trj, Level Settinq

Modes in Which Function 
Must Be Operable 

Sbut- startup/sort 
down Jefuel (7) Standby

X X 

X X

S 120/125 Indicated 
on scale x(22) x (22)

X 
I 

X

3 Inoperative X X

EM Action( 

X 1.A 

X 1.A

(5) l .A 
(5) l.A

APR1 (16) 
2 High Flux 
2 High Flux 
2 Lioperative 
2 Do'dnucale 

2 High Re.actor Pressure 

2 High Drywell 
Preueure (14) 

2 Reactor Low Water 
Level (1Q) 

2 High Water Level in 
Scram 
Discharge Tank 

4 Main Steam Line Isola
tion Valve Closure 

2 Turbine Cont. Valve 
rant Closure

See Spec. 2.1.A.1 
S 15% rated power 

(13) 
S3 Indicated on Scale 

A 1055 psig 

S 2 paig 

Z 5380 above vessel zero

"5 50 Gallons

5 10% Valve Closure 

Upon trip of the fast 
acting solenoid valves

X (21) 
(If21) 

X(10)

X (6)

X

X X(2)

X(17) X(17) 
(11) 

I 

x(S)

X 

X

X (3) (6) X (3) (6) X (6) 

X(4) X(4) X(4)

(

X (15) 
X 

X(12)

%.A or 1.A or 
1.A or 
1.A or

1.B 1.B 
1.8 
1.B

I 1.A 

X 1. A 

X 1.A 

X 1.A

l.A or l.C 

1.A or 1.D

/,



12. The APr'4 do%,mscale trip is automatically bypassed when the 

IRM instrumentation is operable and not high.  

13. Less than 14 operable LPRIM's will cause a trip system trip.  

14. Channel shared by Reactor Protection System and Primary 

Containment and Reactor Vessel Isolation Control system. A 

channel failure may be a channel failure in each system.  

15. The APRM 155% scram is bypassed in the Run !.Mode.  

16. Channel shared by Reactor Protection System and Reactor 

Manual Control System (Rod Block Portion). A channel failure 

may be a channel failure in each system.  

17. Not required while performing low power physics tests at 

atmospheric pressure during or after refueling at power 

levels not to exceed 5 mlq(t).  

18. Operability is required wben reactor thermal cower is belcd 

30% (high-pressure turbine first-stage pressure (5 154 psig).  

19. Action I.A or 1.D shall be taken only if the permissive fails 

in such a manner to prevent the affected RPS logic from 

performing its intended function. Othurwise, no action is 

required.  

20. An alarm setting of 1.5 timcs normal background at rated power shall 

be establishted to alert the operator to abnormal radiation levels in 

the primary coolant.  

21. The APRM High Flux and Inoperative Trips do not have to be operable 

in the Refuel Mode if the Source Range Monitors are connected to give 

a non-coincidence, High Flux scram, at, < 5 x 105 cps. The SRM's 

shall be operable per Specification 3.10.B.1. The removal of eight (8) 

shorting links is required to provide non-coincidence high-flux scram 

protection from the Source Range Monitors.  

.22. The three required IRM's per trip channel is not required in the 

Shutdown or Refuel Modes if at least four IRM's (one in each core 

quadrant) are connected to give a non-coincidence, High Flux scram.  

The removal of four (4) shorting links is required to provide 

non-coincidence high-flux scram protection from the IRM's.
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE RFQUI RE?�NTS r

3.2 PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

B. Core and Containment Cooling 
Systems - Initiation & 
Control 

The limiting conditions 
for operation for the 
instrumentation that 
initiates or controls the 
core and containment 
cooling systems are given 
in Table 3.2.B. This 
instrumentation must be 
operable when the 
system(s) it initiates or 
controls are required to 
be operable as specified 
in Section 3.5.  

C. Control Rod Block Actuation

The limiting 
conditions of 
operation for the 
instrumentation that 
initiates control rod 
block are given in 
Table 3.2.C.  

DELFTE 
Now ccve.'ed by Note 7.C.

4.2 PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION 

B. Core and containment Coolin
Systems - Initiation 
& Control

Instrumentation shall be 
functionally tested, 
claihrated and checked as 
indicated in Table 4.2.B.  

System logic shall be 
functionally tested as 
indicated in Table 4.2.B.  

Whenever a system or loop 
is made inoperable because 
of a required test or 
calibration, the other 
systems or loops that are 
required to be operable 
shall be considered 
operable if they are 
within the required 
surveillance testing 
frequency and there is no 
reason to suspect that 
they are inoperable.  

C. Control Rod Block 
Actuation 

Instrumentation shall be 
functionally tested, 
calibrated and checked as 
indicated in Table 4.2.C.  

System logic shall be 
functionally tested as 
indicated in Table 4.2.C.
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WTES I.-'ofi "rABLP. 3*.2.C 

1. For thf !;tdrtup dnd run positions of the Reactor Mode 
Selector Switch, there shall be two operable or tripped trip 
systems for each function. The SRM, IRM, and APRM (Startup 
mode), blocks need not be operable in "Run" mode, and the 
APRM (Flow biased) and RBM rod blocks need not be operable in 
"Startup" mode. If the first column cannot be met for one of 
thp two trip systems, this condition may exist for up to 
seven days providei that during that time the operable system 
is functionally tested immediately and daily thereafter; if 
this condition last lonqer than seven days, the system with 
the inoperable channel shall be tripped. If the first column 
cannot be met for both trip systems, both trip systems shall 
be tripped.  

2. W is the recirculation loop flow in percent of design. Trip 
level setting is in percent of rated power (3293 MWt).  
A ratio of FRF/C1!'ýLPD<1.O is permilted a- reduced power.  

See Specification 2.1 for APRM control rod block 
setpoint.  

3. IRM downscale is bypassed when it is on its lowest range.  

4. This function is bypassed when the count rate is > 100 cps 
and IRM above ranqe 2.  

5. One instrument channel; i.e., one APRM or IRM or RBM, per 
trip system may be bypassed except only one of four SRM may 
be bypassed.  

6. IRM channels A, E, C, G all in range 8 bypasses SRM channels 
A & C functions.  

IRM channeis B, F, D, H all in range 8 bypasses SRM channels 
B & D functions.  

7. The following operational restraints applJ. to the RBM only: 

a. Both RBM, channels are bypassed when reactor power is < 30%.  
b. The P:: need not be operable in the "startup" position of the 

reaczrr mode selector switch.  

c. Two REM channels are provided and onl•y one of these nay be 

bypassed from the ccnsle. ;n RBM channel nay be out of service 

for testing and/cr maintenance provided this condition does not 

last longer than 2L hours in any thirty day period.  

d. If inimu, conditýions for Table 3.2.C are nct met., administrative 

contrcls shall be i~mzediately imposed to prevent control rod withdrawal.
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H. This function is bypassed when the mode switch is placed in 
Run.  

9. This function is only active when the mode switch is in Run.  This function is automatically bypassed when the IRM 
instrumontation is operable and not high.  

10. The inoperative trips are produced by the follcwinq 

funct ions: 

a. SRM and IRM 

(1) Local "operate-calibrate,, switch not in operate.  

(2) [lower supply voltaqe low.  

(3) Circuit boards not in circuit.  

b. APRM 

(1) Local "operate-calibrate" switch not in operate.  

(2) Less than 14 LPRM inputs.  

(3) Circuit boards not in circuit.  

c. RBM 

(1) Local "operate-calibrate" switch not in operate.  

(2) Circuit boards not in circuit.  

(3) RBM fails to null.  

(4) Less than required number of LPRM inputs for rod 
selected.  

11. Detector traverse is adjusted to 114 + 2 inches, placing the detector lower position 24 inches below the lower core plate.
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Pressure instrumentation is provided to close the main steam 
isolation valves in Run Mode when the main steam line pressure 
drops b elow Wl5 psiq.  

The HPCI high flow and temperature instrumentation are provided 
to detoct a break in the IIPCI steam pipinig. Tripping of this 
instru:'.-,tatld results in actuation of HPCI isolation valves.  
Trippinq lo-lic for the high f low is a 1 out of 2 logic, and all 
sensors are rt]uire, to be op,)rable.  

Hiqh tepiperatur e in the vicinity of the HPCI equipment is sensed 
by 4 sets of 4 bimetallic temperature switches. The 16 
temperature switches are arranged in 2 trip systems with 8 
temperature switches in each trip system.  

The HPCI trip settinqs of 90 psi for high flow and 200OF for high 
temperature are such that core uncovery is prevented and fission 
product release is within limits.  

The RCIC high flow and temnperiture instrumentation are arranqed 
the same as thit for the HPCI. The trip settinj ef 450" water 
for hiqh flow and 200OF for temperature are based on the same 
criteria as the HPCI.  

High temperature at the Reactor Cleanup System floor drain could 
indicate ,i break in the cleanup system. When high temperature 
occurs, the cleanup system is isolated.  

The instrumentation which initiates CSCS action is arranged In a 
dual bus system. As for other vital instrumentation arranged in 
this fashion, the Specification preserves the effectiveness of 
the system even during periods when maintenance or testing is 
being performed. An exception to this is when logic functional 
testing is being performed.  

The control rol block functions are provided to prevent excessive 
control rod withdrawal so that MCPR does not decrease to 1.05.  
The trip logic for this function is 1 out of n: e,g., any trip 
on one of six APRM's, eight IR.M's, or four SRM's will result in a 
rod block.  

The minimum instrument channel requirements assure sufficient 
instrumentation to assure the single failure criteria is met. Two RBM 
channels are provided a:.d only one of these may be by-passed from the console, for 
maintenance and/or testing provided that this condition does not last longer than 
24 hours in .any thirty day period. This time period is only 3% of the operating 
time in a month and does not significantly increase the risk of preventing an 
inadvertent control rod withdrawal.  

The APRM rod block function is flow biased and prevents a 
siqri f iicant reduct ion in MCPR, esp-ccial1y (Lu tn, onI)erat ion at 
reduced flow. The APRM provides gross core protection; i.e., 
limit -; the gross core power ircreaze from withdrawal of control
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O' two opP'r,1bl(' 2JM's are provided as an added 
COiis -'rva t is in.  

5. Tl-. kuo, Block Monitor (0BM) is desiqned to automatically [P, 'vr-jit f ,'I i (J,.imdq, in t he event of erroiitous rod wlthdrawal trom locations of high power density during high power lvel operdtion. Two RBM channels are provided, and one of these may be bypassed from the console for maintenance and/or testing. Automatic rod withdrawal blocks from one of the chi nn-,l will ,lock erroneous rod withdrawil soon enouqh to pfrevent ftuol d3maqe. The sp~ecififd restrictions with ori-n charira-l out of service conservatively assure that fuel damaqe will not occur due to rod withdrawal errors when this condition exists.  

A limiting control rod pattern is a pattern which results in the core being on a thermal hydraulic limit (i.e., MCPR -1.27 or LHGR = 13.4). During use of such pdtterns, it is judged that testing of the RBM system prior to withdrawal of such rods to assure its operability will assure that improper withdrawal does r,.ot occur. It is normally the responsibility of the Nuclear Enqineer to identify these limting patterns and th- designated rods either when the patterns are initially estatlished or as they develop due to the occurrence of inoperable control rods in other than lirruting patterns. Other personnel qualified to perform these functions may be designated by the plant superintendent to perform these functions.  

C. Scram Insertion Times 

The control rod system is designed to bring the reactor subcritical at a rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage; i.e., to prevent the MCPR from becoming less than 1.05. The limiting power transient is that resulting from that of Rod Withdrawal Error (RWE) .  
Analysis of this transient shows that the negative reactivity rates resultinq from the scram (FSAP Figure N3.6-9) with the averaqe response of all the drives as given in the above specification, provide the required protection, and MCPR remains qreater than 1.05.  

On ai, early BWP, some degradation of control rod scram performance occurred during plant startup and was determined to be caused by particulate material (probably construction debris) pluqqing an internal control rod drive filter. The design of the presentz control rod drive (Model 7RDB144B) is qrossly improved by the relocation of the filter to a location out of the scram drive path; i.e., it can no longer interfere with scram performance, even if completely blocked.
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TABLE 3.6.H 

SHOCK SUPPRESSORS (SM.BBFR.S)

Snubber No.  

SSX-7A 

SSZ-8A

System 

PSC (ring hdr) 

PSC (ring hdr)

Elevation 

525

525

Snubbers in High 
Radiation Area During Snubbers Especially 

Shutdown Difficult to Remove

Snut:A'rs 
InaccpssitLie 
DurIno Normal 

Operation

Snubbers 
AccessiLle During 

Normal Operation

x 

x

R24 

SSI-A 

SS1-B 

SS2-A 

SS2-B 

SS3-A(2950)

EECW 

Recirculat ion 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation 

Recirculation

CD

(

605 

556 

556 

558 

558 

564

x 

x 

x 

x 

X

x \.

'--- I- . .-. I., -



SURVEILLA2NCE REOUIREýMNTS
LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.7 C017rAI!,M7',T SYSTEYS 

C. Seec:'ndary coT~t~inment 

1.Second-ary ccntainment, 
integrity shall be 
maintained in the 
reactor zone at all 
times exce~t as 
specified in 3.7.C.2.

21
I

S.7 CONTArU1ENT SYSTEMS 

C. Secondary Containment 

1. Secondary containme~nt 
surveillance shall be 
performed as 
indicated below: 

a. A preoperational 
secondary 
containment 
capability test 
shall be 
conducted by 
isolating the 
reactor building 
and placinq two 
standby gas 
treatment system 
filter trains in 
operation. Such 
test shall 
demonstrate the 
capability to 
maintain 1/4 
inch of water 
vacuum under 
calm wind (<5 
mph) conditions 
with a system 
inleakage rate 
of not more than 
12,000 cfm.

1



LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

3.7 C___ONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

2. If reactor zone 
secondary containment 
inteqrity cannot be 
maintained the 
following conditions 
shall be met: 

a. The reactor 
shall be made 
subcritical and 
Specification 
3.3.A shall be 
met.  

b. The reactor 
shall be cooled 
down below 212OF 
and the reactor 
coolant system 
vented.  

c. Fuel vovement 
shall not be 
permitted in the 
reactor zone.  

d. Primary 
containment 
integrity 
maintained.

4. 7 CONAINMENT SYSTEMS

I Secondary 
containment 
capability to 
maintain 1/4 
inch of water 
vacuum under 
calm wind (<5 
mph) conditions 
with a system 
inleakaqe rate 
of not more than 
12,000 cfm, 
shall be 
demcnstrated at 
each refueling 
outage prior to 
refuelinq.

2. After a seccndary 
containment violation 
is determined the 
standby gas treatment 
system will be 
operated immediately 
after the affected 
zones are isolated 
from the remainder of 
the secondary 
containment to 
confirm its ability 
to maintain the 
remainder of the 
secondary containment 
at 1/4-inch of water 
negative pressure 
under calm wind 
conditions.

1 
252



LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.9 AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

2. Three unit 3 diesel 
generators shall be 
operable.

4.9 AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

318

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

d. Each diesel 
generator shall 
be qiven an 
annual 
inspection in 
accordance with 
instructions 
based on the 
manufacturers s 
recommendations.  

e. Once a month a 
sample of diesel 
fuel shall be 
checked for 
quality. The 
quality shall be 
within the 
acceptable 
limits specified 
in Table I of the 
latest revision to 
ASTM D975 and logged.  

2. D.C. Power System 
Unit Batteries (250
Volt) and Diesel 
Generator Batteries 
(125-Volt) 

a. Every week the 
specific gravity 
and tne voltage 
of the pilot 
cell, and 
temperature of 
an adjacent cell 
arid overall 
battery voltage 
shall be 
measuied arid 
logged.



LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPEPATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE�NTS

3.10 CORE ALTERATIONS

6. Any number of control 
rods may be withdrawn 
or removed from the 
reactor core 
providinq the 
following conditions 
are satisfied:.  

a. The reactor mode 
switch is locked 
in the "refuel" 
position. The 
refueling 
interlock which 
prevents more 
than one control 
rod from being 
withdrawn may be 
bypassed on a 
withdrawn 
control rod 
after the fuel 
assemblies in 
the cell 
containing 
(controlled by) 
that control rod 
have been 
removed from the 
reactor core.  
All other 
refuelinq 
interlocks shall 
be operable.

4.10 CORE ALTERATIONS

3. With the mode selector 
switch in the refuel or 
shutdown mode, no control 
rod may be withdrawn until 
two licensed operators 
have confirmed that either 
all fuel has been removed 
from around that rod or that 
all control rods in 
immediately adjacent cells 
have been fully inserted and 
electrically disarmed.

335

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
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Figure 4.2-1 

LOCAL MONITORING STATIONS 
BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 44 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-33 

AMENDMENT NO. 40 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52 

AMENDMENT NO. 17 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-68 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS NOS. 1, 2 AND 3 

DOCKET NOS. 50-259, 50-260, AND 50-296 

1.0 Introduction 

By letter dated August 11, 1978 (TVA BFNP TS 114), the Tennessee 
Valley Authority (the licensee or TVA) requested changes to the 
Technical Specifications (Appendix A) appended to Facility Operating 
Licenses Nos. DPR-33, DPR-52 and DPR-68 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear 
Plant, Units Nos. 1, 2 and 3. The proposed amendments and revised 
Technical Specifications would (1) permit the average power range 
monitor (APRM) system to be inoperable in the refuel mode, provided the 
source range monitors (SRMs) are connected to give a non-coincidence, 
high flux scram and (2) in the refuel and shutdown modes only, permit 
less than three intermediate range monitors (IRMs) per trip channel 
to be operable-provided at least four IRMs (one in each core quadrant) 
are connected to give a non-coincidence, high flux scram. The present 
Technical Specifications require that a minimum of three IRMs per trip 
channel be operable at all times (i.e., shutdown as well as startup 
and operation).  

The reason for this request is to allow the interchange of the fission 
chambers in the current APRM system with reduced radiation exposure 
to the operating personnel and with reduced handling and movement of fuel.  
This can be achieved by removing many LPRMs simmultaneously rather than 
in sequence. The sequential removal would leave the APRM system 
operable but the simultaneous removal would not.
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In a separate letter dated August 2, 1978 (TVA BFNP TS 112), TVA 
requested five changes to the Technical Specifications, all of which 
are administrative in nature. The changes would: (1) clarify an 
ambiguious portion of the Technical Specifications related to the rod 
block monitor system, (2) remove reference to an obsolete 1968 version 
of an ASTM procedure, (3) modify the list of snubbers that are required 
to be operable, (4) change one of the four locations from which milk 
samples are routinely collected and (5) remove a specification for 
additional test of secondary containment that only applied to the first 
operating cycle for each Browns Ferry unit.  

2.0 Discussion 

As described in Section 7.5 of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) 

for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFNP), the Neutron Monitoring 
System consists of six major subsystems: (a) the Source Range Monitor 
(SRM) subsystem, (b) the Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM) subsystem, 
(c) the Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM) subsystem, (d) the Average 
Power Range Monitor (APRM) subsystem, (e) the Rod Block Monitor (RBM) 

subsystem and (f) the Traversing In-Core Probe (TIP) subsystem. The 

IRM subsystem monitors neutron flux from the upper portion of the SRM 
range to the lower portion of the Power Range Monitoring Subsystems.  

The IRM system normally consists of eight moveable miniature chambers 
with two such chambers in each core quadrant. No more than one of the IRMs 
in each quadrant may be bypassed. The eight IRM channels are divided 
into two IRM sub-systems and at least one IRM from each sub-system must 
reach 120/125 of full scale to initiate a reactor scram. The IRM system 
is nominally designed for protection in the startup mode and analyses 
(FSAR, Section 14.5.3) have been performed showing that the system 
adequately prevents fuel damage due to rod withdrawal errors postulated 
to occur during startup.  

The APRM subsystem provides a continuous indication of average reactor 
power from a few percent to 125% of rated reactor power. The subsystem 
has six APRM channels, each of which uses input signals from a number 
of LPRM channels. Three APRM channels are associated with each of the 
trip systems of the Reactor Protection System.  

The APRM system which consists of a number of stationary fission chambers 
dispersed throughout the core, is normally required to be operable in 
the refuel mode with a high flux scram setpoint corresponding to 15% 
rated power.



FBecausE tho A.MPii response is actually the combined response of a number 

of irdividual fission chnt.:Kers located throughout the core, the APRM 

prim.rily povi<des protection for core-wide transient power increases 

which might occur in the ruo node (above 15, rated power). Also, in 

the startup nmn the APQ" peevids b:-up pretectien to the IRK system 

against 1oca!4is; powcr incrcases which might result from postulated 

rod withdrawa.li errors.  

Althcugh the TR, system as described above is required by the current 

lechnical Sipecifications to be operable in both the shutdown and refuel 

Wmoe, no .p. cific event hag been analyzed in the Plant FSAR which tcL s 

credit for a ncram. initialted by tie I,. system with a given setpoint or 

nrm,,u;;er of bypassed inst ,'.nts. Similarly, the APPJ, is requin ld to 

o,.,te nor-mally• in the refuel mode, but no transiurnt or accident taki nq 

(..-it for an AFI:'M initin:ti-d scram. andJ postulated to occur in the 

r.il moWe I. bec, an-l ,cd in the Planot FSAR. As discussed in the 

ev.,nition which t iows, theare is only one event which the staff can 

postulate - nw;ely, an operattor bypassing the interlocks and witlhdrawinw 

a rad ... r.. rM iadcent to one which is already withdra'n - for 

'ý .ý thn I .7-• L -0 5ev n 7n ;nre rc-. reo to pro'.i(C' safcty j' iOecti:t 

iA 11 rvfa~ a;' Wlutc .ro-'s 

Aection 14.0.3 of the L. . FerVry "112 di.. .S.Ce the events Va.t cud" 

result directly in posili v'u reactivit y nns, 'tions, including contirol 

rod removal error during refueli n and fuel assembly insertion error 

during refueling. Section 7.6 of the FSAR describes the refueling 

interlocks that prevent an inadvertent criticality during refueling 

operations and that are designed to back up procedural core reactivity 

controls during refueling operaLioms. Section 3.10 of the Browns Ferry 

Nuclear Plant Technical Specifications lists the restrictions that 

apply during core alterations to ensure that core reactivity is within 

the capability of the control rods and to prevent criticality during 

refucling.  

Wlcn the mode switch is in REFUEl, only ore control rod can be withal;-.' 

Silection of a second rod initiates a red block thcreby prevontinq t-'.  

witihdraw..al of riore than one rod at a time. The Refueling Intericr1 ., Y 

cobiination wr;ith core nc 1 car dee•i ,n alld reuel ing procedures. prreah, 

inadvertent criticality. 1he nuclear cha iracteristics of the care avs, 

thaL the reaclor is suhc .ritical even ih.e: n the highest wortLh control ra; 

is fully withdrawn. Refueling procedu -s ate written to avoid situbtin(: 

in which inadverLent criticality is poss ible. The combinatioi of 

refuliin t ietcrlock;s fop (cntrol rods and the refueling platform provi 

cdudant metlhods of pitratinrg inad',oent criticality even afeer 

prc, edural violalionr w'., the mode sw,;itch is in REFUEL po;ition. Tic 

ineerl o& c lihoists pro 7ide yet anolther method of avoi diny inadverte!.
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During certain periods, it is desirable to perform maintenance on two 
control rods and/or control rod drives at the same time. The maintenance 
is performed with the mode switch in the "refuel" position to provide 
the refueling interlocks normally available during refueling operations.  
In order to withdraw a second control rod after withdrawal of the 
first rod, it is necessary to bypass the refueling interlock on the 
first control rod which prevents more than one control rod from 
being withdrawn at the same time. The present Technical Specifications 
permit bypassing the refueling interlock with the requirement that an 
adequate shutdown margin be demonstrated or that all remaining control 
rods have their directional control valves electrically disarmed to 
ensure that inadvertent criticality cannot occur during this maintenance.  
The adequacy of the shutdown margin is verified by demonstrating that 
the core is shut down by a margin of 0.38 percent Ak with the strongest 
operable control rod fully withdrawn, or that at least 0.38% Ak shutdown 
margin is available if the remaining control rods have had their direc
tional control valves disarmed. Disarming the directional control valves 
does not inhibit control rod scram capability.  

3.0 Evaluation 

3.1 APRM-IRM Systems 

We have reviewed the plant Technical Specifications and the nuclear 

design characteristics of the fuel. We have concluded that a local 

criticality during shutdown or refueling operations could only occur 

through violation of technical specifications such as an operator error 

in withdrawing a control rod for maintenance, adjacent to a previously 
withdrawn rod.  

Although such operator errors are not likely to occur, they are not 

impossible. We have therefore considered the applicant's request for 

proposed modifications to the SRM, IRM and APRM systems in terms of 

the impact on the protection against postulated local criticality which 
could occur while the mode selection switch is in the refuel or shutdown 
positions.  

The most severe test of the adequacy of the modified IRM and SRM 
systems would be the withdrawal (for maintenance) of a control 
rod near the edge of the reactor core face adjacent to a previously 
withdrawn rod. Because the proposed Technical Specifications allow 
one IRM in each core quadrant to be bypassed, the IRM nearest the 
pair of withdrawn rods was assumed to be bypassed.  

Because the modified IRM system would initiate a reactor scram when any 

IRM reaches the trip set point, the modified system will actuate a scram 

at an earlier time during the withdrawal of the second rod than would the 

normal system. The normal system would require trips in each IRM 

subsystem.
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We conclude that the redundant independent IRM instruments connected 

to give non-coincident scrams provide better protection against fuel 

damage due to a localized power increase than does the APRM system with 

its 15% scram setpoint. Beacuse the IRM instruments are independent 

in the modified IRM system, the IRM will be its own backup. The IRM 

scram setpoint will be 120/125 of the lowest IRM scale which corresponds 

to very low flux levels. Although the flux level at the second nearest 

IRM (the backup IRM) would be low throughout the rod withdrawal event, 

it will be high enough to scram the reactor at a low!er flux level than 

with the present arrangement using the APRM monitors. We therefore, 

conclude that the litensee's proposal for the IPM system modification 

results in a system that is more sensitive to possible operator errors 

during core modifications than is the present arrangement and therefore 

the proposed modification is acceptable.  

In addition, the SRM system would be connected to scram The reactor at 

a level of 5 x 105 counts per second. Although the SRM is not considered 

safety grade equipment, the licensee has proposed to provide the SRM 

scram function, and we believe this is desirable as an additional backup 

to the IRM system.  

A concern which was raised during the NRC review was what technique(s) 

will be provided to assure that the reconfiguration of the SRM's and IRM's 

to the non-coincidence trip mode is in fact accomnplish-cj prior to 

removing the APRM protection. By letter dated November 13, 1978, the 

licensee has agreed to the followina administrative controls. The proceCures 

related to maintenance of detectors ("Browns Ferry Nuc'tear Plant

Instrument Maintenance instructions") will be reviewed, and revised as 

necessary, to include: (1) a specific reference to the Technical 

Specification Table 3.1.A and associated Notes 21 and 22, which indicate 

that the SRM's/IRM's must be re-configured to provide non-coincidence 

high flux scram protection, and (2) a specific procedural step which 

requires that verification will be made that the appropriate shorting 

links have been removed prior to maintenance on IRM/LPRM detectors.  

These controls provide adequate assurance that the reconfiguration of 

the SRMs and IRMs will be accomplished prior to removing the APRM 

protection.
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Due to the interwoven design of the shorting link system, clarification of the notes to Table 3.1.A is needed. The following sentence should be added to Note 21: "The removal of eight (8) shorting links is required to provide non-coincidence high-flux scram protection from the Source Range Monitors". The following sentence should be added to Note 22: "The removal of four (4) shorting links is required to provide non-coincidence 
high-flux scram protection from the IRM's".  

As is proposed by the licensee for Unit No. 3, the Technical Specifications for Units Nos. 1 and 2 shopld include in Note 21 to Table 3.1.A that the scram setpoint is < 5 x l10 CPS.  

To summarize, we find that the modification TVA has proposed for the Browns Ferry IRM systems is acceptable. The modified systems will be more sensitive to the flux perturbations resulting from the worst postulated transient than the present arrangement. Furthermore, as discussed previously, the redundant and independent !RM instruments which will comprise the modified IRM systems will provide protection against inadvertent criticality in the refuel mode equivalent to or better than the present APRM system. Inoperability of the APRM with the modified IRM in place is therefore acceptable for the refuel mode.  

As described in the "Discussion" above, Section 3.10 of the Technical Specifications includes restrictions on withdrawal of control rods during core alterations. As an additional backup to the neutron monitoring instrumentation, we have proposed, and the licensee has accepted, an addition to the surveillance requirements in Section 4.10 of the Technical Specifications to require that no control rod may be withdrawn for maintenance until two licensed operators have confirmed that there is no fuel in the cell controlled by the particular control rod or that all immediately adjacent control rods are fully inserted and electrically disarmed. This requirement, in conjunction with the more sensitive IRM system, will insure that there is no possibility of inadvertent criticality during core modifications.  

In summary we conclude that the proposed changes to the licensee's Technical Specifications do not involve an increase in the probability of a transient or accident but in fact should reduce the consequences of such events. The proposed changes do not involve a reduction in safety margin. No change in a safety limit or a safety limit margin is involved. We therefore conclude that the proposed changes to the Browns Ferry Technical Specifications with respect to the APRM and IRM systems are acceptable and do not involve a significant hazards 
ccnsideration.
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3.2 Snubbers 

Table 3.6.H of the Browns Ferry Technical Specifications contains a list 

of "Shock Suppressors (snubbers)" that are required to be operable 

to protect the primary coolant system or other safety related components.  

Section 3.6.H.6 of the Technical Specifications states that: "Snubbers 

may be added to safety-related systems without prior license amendment 

to Table 3.6.H provided that a revision to Table 3.6.H is included with 

a subsequent license amendment request". TVA proposes to add three 

snubbers to Table 3.6.H on the Fire Protection System. They also propose 

to delete the two snubbers that were formerly on the control rod drive 

(CRD) line since the CRD return line has been capped at the reactor 

vessel and rerouted to the reactor water cleanup return line as part of 

the modifications to reduce the potential for cracking in the CRD return 

line. The line-and thus the snubbers-are no longer present in the system.  

TVA also proposes to delete four snubbers from Table 3.6.H on the condensate 

bypass line, since this line is a non-critical system (i.e., not classificd 

as a safety-related system) and failure of this by-pass line will not cause 

damage to a critical system. We conclude that the proposed changes to 

Table 3.6.H are acceptable.  

3.3 ASTM Procedure 

Section 4.9.A.3 of the Technical Specifications requires that a sample 

of diesel fuel shall be analyzed once a month and that the quality 

shall be within the acceptable limits specified in an obsolete 1968 

version of ASTM procedure D975. This ASTM procedure is under revision.  

In lieu of referring to the specific version of the ASTM procedure 

(which is subject to the periodic revisions) TVA has proposed to change 

the Technical Specifications to read: "The quality shall be within the 

acceptable limits specified in Table 1 of the latest revision to ASTM 

D975 and logged". Since the most recent revision to this standard 

method of analysis reflects the current best judgement of the country's 

experts who are on the various ASTM committees, the most recent 

edition of the standard is the one that should be used as the "referee 

method" rather than the edition in effect when the plant was under 

construction. We conclude that the proposed change to the Technical 

Specification is acceptable.
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3.4 Rod Block Monitors 

Control rod block functions are provided to prevent excessive control 
rod withdrawal so that the safety limit minimum critical power ratio is 
not violated. Two rod block monitor (RBM) channels are provided. The 
current Technical Specifications and the Bases therefore (Section 3.2.C.2) 
state that: "The minimum number of operable instrument channels 
specified in Table 3.2.C for the Rod Block Monitor may be reduced by 
one in one of the trip systems for maintenance and/or testing, provided 
that this condition does not last longer than 24 hours in any thirty 
day period". TVA pro-poses to relocate this requirement in the Technical 
Specifications, adding it as part of "Note 7" to Table 3.2.C and rewording 
it to be more specific. The revised wording will be: "Two RBM channels 
are provided and only one of these may be out of service for testing and/or 
maintenance provided this condition does not last longer than 24 hours in 
any thirty day period". This is not a change to the requirements in the 
Technical Specifications but simply a change in wording of the requirement 
and its location in the Technical Specifications. We conclude that the 
proposed action is an improvement in phraseology and is acceptable.  

3.5 Secondary Containment Testing 

Section 4.7.C.b of the Technical Specifications required additional 
tests of secondary containment during the first operating cycle of each 
of the three Browns Ferry units to supplement the other specified 
tests which are conducted throughout the life of the plants. All three 
Browns Ferry units have completed their first operating cycle and the 
additional tests specified in Section 4.7.C.b. TVA, therefore, 
proposes to delete this requirement, since it is no longer applicable.  
We conclude that the proposed deletion is acceptable.  

3.6 Milk Sample Locations 

As part of the environmental radiological monitoring program at the 
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, TVA collects and analyzes a number of samples.  
The Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Environmental Technical Specifications 
state that "milk shall be collected .... from at least four farms in the 
vicinity of the plant..." and that"...any location from which milk can 
no longer be obtained may be dropped from the surveillance program. The 
NRC shall be notified in writing that milk-producing animals are no 
longer present at that location. An additional milk sampling location 
will then be added to the program..." (Section 4.2.3.b).  

As of May 15, 1978, milk is no longer available from the dairy farm 
located approximately four miles north of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant.  
The milk producing animals have been sold and removed from the farm. A 
dairy farm located approximately five miles north of the plant has been 
a-1 .4 ', to the r,:•*tor:;- !'rcgram.
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We have reviewed the meteorological data and deposition factors for 
the Browns Ferry plant and conclude that the new sample location is 
acceptable.  

4.0 Environmental Considerations 

We have determined that these amendments do not authorize a change in 
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and will 
not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made this 
determination, we have further concluded that these amendments involve 
an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of environmental 
impact, and pursuant to 10 CFR §51.5(d)(4) that an environmental impact 
statement, or negative declaration and environmental impact appraisal 
need not be prepared in connection with the issuance of these amendments.  

5.0 Conclusion 

We have concluded that: (1) because the amendments do not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of accidents 
previously considered and do not involve a significant decrease in a 
safety margin, the amendments do not involve a significant hazards 
consideration, (2) there is reasonable assurance that the health and 
safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed 
manner, and (3) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the 
Commission's regulations and the issuance of these amendments will not 
be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and 
safety of the public.

Dated: November 16, 1978
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NOS. 50-259, 50-260 AND 50-296 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTS TO FACILITY 
OPERATING LICENSE 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued 

Amendment No. 44 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-33, Amendment No. 40 

to Facility Operating License No. DPR-52, and Amendment No. 17to Facility 

Operating License No. DPR-68 issued to Tennessee Valley Authority (the 

licensee), which revised Technical Specifications for operation of the 

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. 1, 2 and 3, (the facility) located 

in Limestone County, Alabama. The amendments are effective as of the 

date of issuance.  

These amendments change the Technical Specifications to (1) permit 

the average power range monitor system to be inoperable in the refuel 

mode, provided the source range monitors are connected to give a non

coincidence, high flux scram; (2) permit less than three intermediate 

range monitors (IRMs) per trip channel to be operable in the shutdown 

or refuel modes, provided at least four IRMs (one in each core quadrant) 

are connected to give a non-coincidence, high flux scram; (3) clarifies 

ambiguous portions of the Technical Specifications related to the rod 

block monitor system; (4) removes reference to an obsolete 1968 version 

of an ASTM procedure; (5) modifies the list of snubbers that are required 

to be operable; (6) removes a specification for additional tests of 

secondary containment that only applied during the first fuel cycle for 

each Browns Ferry Unit, and (7) changes one of the four locations where 

milk samples are collected.
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The applications for the amendments comply with the standards and 

requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and 

the Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has made appro

priate findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and 

regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amend

ments. Prior public notice of these amendments was not required since the 

amendments do not involve a significant hazards consideration.  

The Commission has determined that the issuance of these amendments 

will not result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant 

to 10 CFR Section 51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement, or negative 

declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in 

connection with issuance of these amendments.  

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the applications 

for amendments dated August 2, 1978 and August 11, 1978, (2) Amendment No. 44 

to License No. DPR-33, Amendment No. 40 to License No. DPR-52, and 

Amendment No. 17 to License No. DPR-68, and (3) the Commission's related 

Safety Evaluation. All of these items are available for public inspection 

at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N. W., Washington, 

D. C., and at the Athens Public Library, South and Forrest, Athens,
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Alabama 35611 . A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon request 

addressed to-the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C.  

20555, Attention: Director, Division of Operating Reactors.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 16 day of November 1978.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas A.' polito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Operating Reactors


